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If a firm operates abroad, the host and the residence country have to decide how to divide the taxing rights among them. Firstly, the host country has to determine whether
or not the firm has to file for income taxation at source. Secondly, the income has
to be split between the two jurisdictions for tax purposes. These two decisions determine the extent of source- and residence-based taxation. We build a two-country model
with costs of tax administration and compliance in order to analyze these two decision
margins. We show that the globally optimal solution may imply a mix of source-based
and residence-based taxation. Decentralized policies may attain the global optimum if
specific transfer pricing rules are applied.
Keywords: corporate taxation, nexus threshold, multinational firms
JEL classification: H 25, F 23

1. Introduction
The Commentary on Article 7 of the OECD Model Tax Convention states:
When an enterprise of a Contracting State carries on business in the other Contracting State, the authorities of that second State have to ask themselves two
questions before they levy tax on the profits of the enterprise: the first question
is whether the enterprise has a permanent establishment in their country; if the
answer is in the affirmative the second question is what, if any, are the profits on
which that permanent establishment should pay tax. (Paragraph 1)

The answers to these two questions draw a dividing line between sourceand residence-based taxation at two margins. Firstly, the government has to
decide whether or not the activity of a particular firm has a nexus to the tax
system of the host country. If so, the firm has to file for income taxation in
* Paper prepared for the conference on ’The Role of Firms in Tax Systems’, April 2009
in Ann Arbor. We thank Alfons Weichenrieder and two anonymous referees as well as
Mike Devereux, Wolfram Richter and participants at workshops and presentations in
Berlin, Dortmund, Oxford and Vienna for valuable comments. The usual disclaimer applies. We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the ESRC (Grant No RES -06025-0033).
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this country. In the following, we refer to this margin as the extensive margin.
Secondly, given that a multinational firm has to file for income taxation in
more than one country, it has to be decided how the firm’s overall income is
divided between the source and the residence country. In the following, we
refer to this margin as the intensive margin.
These margins are economically important because they determine the
allocation of taxing rights and, hence, tax revenue, across countries. Moreover, they affect the nature and the magnitude of possible distortions of
firm behavior caused by the tax system. While it seems plausible that governments agree on some sharing rule for the multinational firm’s tax base
at the intensive margin, the question arises why countries should decide
not to tax certain firms at all. One answer to this question is based on the
existence of tax administration and compliance cost: It may simply be too
expensive to tax certain firms operating abroad.1 The country of residence
may deliberately abstain from taxing affiliates abroad if this saves administration costs or – if the government cares about firm income – compliance
costs.
In this paper, we develop a model with tax administration and compliance
costs, where the extent of residence- and source-based taxation along the
extensive and the intensive margin is determined endogenously. We consider
a two-country model where firms have a headquarters in one jurisdiction and
an affiliate in the other jurisdiction. Firms differ in the distribution of real
economic activity between the headquarters and the affiliate. Countries that
host affiliates of foreign firms decide under which circumstances they want
to tax these affiliates (extensive margin) and, if so, how to divide profits for
purposes of taxation (intensive margin).
Our analysis yields the following results: Firstly, we determine conditions
under which a mix of residence- and source-based taxation is optimal. The
literature on the taxation of multinational firms usually takes the extent of
residence- and source-based taxation as given. The question of how a mix
of these principles may arise endogenously has received little attention. We
argue that administration and compliance costs may favor residence-based
taxation of foreign affiliates that are small in terms of real economic activity,
but source-based taxation of larger affiliates.
Secondly, we show that if the source country is allowed to set the nexus
threshold unilaterally, it may choose to tax more or fewer firms than in
the optimum. The transfer-pricing scheme is crucial in aligning national with
global efficiency. Then, decentralized threshold setting may lead to the global
optimum.
1

Alternative motivations for choosing a mix of these tax principles are discussed in section 5.
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Thirdly, starting from the global optimum, no country has an incentive to
unilaterally deviate in the direction of double taxation. However, we show
that residence countries have an incentive to exempt some of their affiliates
from tax and, thus, to allow for “white income.”
Our analysis is related to various strands of the literature on international
taxation. These are reviewed in the next section, where we also give a brief
sketch of legal rules on nexus thresholds and transfer pricing between countries and U.S. states. Sections 3 and 4 present the model and the results.
Section 5 discusses the policy implications of our results and concludes.

2. Previous Literature and Legal Rules
In this section, we relate the central points of our paper to previous literature
and provide a brief overview of jurisdiction relevant for nexus thresholds and
transfer pricing.
2.1. Source- or Residence-Based Taxation?

If all income is taxed where the ultimate investor resides, taxation leaves
unaffected the choice of where to invest. This result is known as capital
export neutrality. In contrast, if all income is taxed at source, taxation does
not distort the choice of who invests (capital import neutrality). As is well
known, it follows directly from the production-efficiency theorem (Diamond
and Mirrlees, 1971) that capital export neutrality is superior in its efficiency
properties in a world where production factors are mobile across borders.
The superiority of residence-based taxation has become one of the most
powerful theorems in the literature on international taxation. The fact that
source-based taxes are nevertheless frequently used is generally explained
by difficulties in enforcing residence-based taxes, the backstop function of
some source-based taxes, and the existence of pure profits (see Mintz, 1996).
More recently, this line of argument has been questioned by Desai and
Hines (2003, 2004). Using the concept of ownership neutrality, established by
Devereux (1990), the authors argue that the efficiency properties of sourcebased taxation dominate those of residence-based taxation in a world where
investment mainly takes the form of reallocation of ownership rights. According to the authors, countries sticking to the tax credit system (which,
under some assumptions, leads to capital export neutrality) should rather
switch to exemption, i.e., source-based taxation.2
2

For a formal analysis of this issue, see Becker and Fuest (2010). In Becker and Fuest
(2011), we analyze the efficiency consequences of both tax principles with international
investment taking the form of mergers and acquisitions. We show that, under certain
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Given the large number of contributions that highlight the differences
between the two taxation principles, it is surprising that only few papers
are concerned with the question of what makes governments choose a mix
of them. As indicated in the introductory section, such a mix occurs if the
two governments under consideration choose to share taxing rights at the
extensive or at the intensive margin or both. In fact, real-world governments
do so at both margins. An obvious reason for this may be that it is considered
as a matter of fairness that a host country should participate in the tax revenue
from income that is partly generated within its borders. This entitlement
approach is different from the efficiency approach on which we focus in
this paper. Precisely, we ask three questions. Firstly, apart from fairness, is
there an efficiency argument for sharing taxing rights? Secondly, if so, what
are the optimal sharing rules? Thirdly, how can the optimum be attained?
Efficiency issues may arise at the extensive and the intensive margin. The
related literature and the relevant tax law will be discussed in the following.
2.2. The Division of Taxing Rights and Nexus Rules

As mentioned above, there are only few papers dealing with the allocation
of taxing rights across jurisdictions. In national tax law and double-taxation
agreements (DTAs), the right of a jurisdiction to tax a firm is associated
with the notion of a “fixed place of business” or “permanent establishment.”
For example, article 7.1 of the DTA between Germany and the United
States says: “The business profits of an enterprise of a Contracting State
shall be taxable only in that State unless the enterprise carries on business
in the other Contracting State through a permanent establishment situated
therein.” Article 5.1 defines that “the term ‘permanent establishment’ means
a fixed place of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly
or partly carried on.” Paragraphs 2 to 5 include further definitions according
to which permanence is assumed if various – easily observable – conditions
are satisfied. These conditions have a physical dimension in that the place
of activity has to be a fixed structure, a time dimension in that the activity
has to last more than twelve months, and an organizational dimension in
that someone who has the right to conclude contracts represents a sufficient
condition for permanence.
In the absence of DTAs, most countries adopt rules similar to those expressed in the DTAs. However, as Davies (2004) reports, “[e]ven within
treaties, there is significant variation in definitions.[...] The idea of permanence is [...] open for debate.” A study by the United Nations (1998) reports
substantial variation in the definition of “permanent establishment,” which
conditions, source-based taxation does not distort international M&A activity, whereas
residence-based taxes effectively do so.
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demonstrates that governments have some discretion about determining
nexus thresholds.
§ 381 of U.S. trade law3 specifies under which circumstances U.S. states
have the power to levy income taxes on interstate activity. According to the
law, no state shall have the power to levy income taxes if the only business
activity is “the solicitation of orders by such person, or his representative,
in such State for sales of tangible personal property, which orders are sent
outside the State for approval or rejection, and, if approved, are filled by
shipment or delivery from a point outside the State.” This de minimis rule
has been relevant in the Supreme Court decisions on Illinois versus Bellas
Hess, North Dakota versus Quill4 , and Wisconsin versus Wrigley5 . In all
of these three cases, U.S. states levied income taxes and the firms argued
that they were below the nexus threshold. To support this, they presented
evidence on quantitative indicators of economic activity.6
When electronic commerce became important some ten years ago, the
issues of interstate commerce and nexus were raised again. With substantially
reduced cost of transaction and transport, physical presence is not crucial for
trade and business anymore. The implications for taxation are discussed by
McLure (2000, 2002): Among other things, he argues that the legal institute
of “permanent establishment” should be complemented (see McLure, 2000):
“[l]iability of income tax should be subject to a de minimus test; because of
the compliance costs involved, it would not make sense to levy income tax
on all vendors that have an economic presence, no matter how small their
sales” (p. 13). Therefore, he suggests a de minimis test on a gross basis.
2.3. The Allocation of Profits and Transfer Prices

Most of the literature on multinational investment and taxation assumes
that there are some naturally given locational profits. These “true” levels of
locational profits are assumed to be those that would emerge in the absence
of taxation or tax differentials, and tax authorities seek methods to gain information about “true” profits, e.g., arm’s-length pricing; see Devereux and
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/15/381.html.
http://www2.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/91-0194.ZO.html.
5 http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/91-119.ZO.html.
6 In the Quill case, the State of North Dakota argued that Quill had the status of a retailer, of which the definition includes “three or more advertisements within a 12 month
period.” In the Wrigley case, the court’s decision includes a thorough quantification of activity: “The sales or ‘field’ representatives in the Milwaukee region, each of whom was
assigned his own territory, resided in Wisconsin. They were provided with company cars,
but not with offices. They were also furnished a stock of gum (with an average wholesale value of about $1000), a supply of display racks, and promotional literature. These
materials were kept at home, except that one salesman, whose apartment was too small,
rented storage space at about $25 per month, for which he was reimbursed by Wrigley.”
3
4
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Keuschnigg (2009). However, sometimes headquarters and affiliate production are complementary, so that locational profits are hard to determine. As
the OECD (2006) Report on the Attribution of Profits to Permanent Establishments puts it: “The hypothesis by which a PE is treated as a functionally
distinct and separate enterprise is a mere fiction necessary for purposes of determining the business profits of this part of the enterprise under Article 7.”
(p. 13)
As mentioned above, it seems a matter of fairness and international equity
that a sufficiently high level of activity entitles countries to levy taxes on the
related income. It is noteworthy, though, that from an efficiency standpoint
this is less clear. To illustrate this, assume that tax rates are the same in both
locations. Then, a change in the location of profits leaves firm income unaffected, provided that there are no effects on compliance costs. The only effect
is a redistribution of government funds across countries. In such a situation,
there is a priori no efficiency-guided recommendation for the allocation of
profits across locations. However, in this paper we provide an efficiency argument for the distribution of profits, which connects the decisions at the
intensive and the extensive margin.
How does the allocation of profits look in real-world tax systems? The most
important technique is the arm’s-length principle, according to which the tax
authority attributes to an entity within its borders profits that this entity
“would have earned at arm’s length if it were a legally distinct and separate
enterprise performing the same or similar functions under the same or similar
conditions” (OECD 2006, p. 12). Arm’s-length pricing is mainly analyzed in
the literature as a means to prevent firms from engaging in tax-induced profit
shifting. Indeed, there exist a large number of studies providing evidence that
firms use various accounting techniques to shift profits from high-tax to lowtax jurisdictions; see, e.g., Hines and Rice (1994) and Huizinga and Laeven
(2008). When the conflicting interests of firms and tax authorities are settled
by courts, it becomes clear that governments effectively define some kind
of transfer price that limits the extent to which firms may shift profits.7 For
example, the British–American enterprise GlaxoSmithKline was forced in
2006 by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to recalculate its U.S. tax
liabilities and pay an additional $3.4 billion; see Nutt (2006). In detail, the
payments of royalties were limited as well as the purchasing prices for some
necessary input products. Thus, the IRS considered the input provided by
the U.K. headquarters (and other affiliates abroad) as less than indicated by
GlaxoSmithKline.
7

Clearly, transfer pricing also raises conflicts of interest between tax authorities of different countries. The strategic transfer-pricing incentives for countries are studied in Mansori and Weichenrieder (2001).
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2.4. The Cost of Tax Administration and Compliance

This paper is part of a recent literature that seeks to bridge the gap between
puristic optimal-tax-policy models and actual real-world tax systems. A main
finding in this context is that firms play a central role in modern tax systems;
see Bird (2002). An obvious explanation for this is that tax collection is
subject to some economies of scale: since tax subjects gather in firms, it
is efficient to collect taxes there.8 In the presence of tax administration
and compliance cost, the tax-collecting authority may want to exempt some
taxpayers from tax, if the expected revenue falls short of the cost involved.
Keen and Mintz (2004) derive an optimal threshold for the value-added tax.
Dharmapala, Slemrod, and Wilson (2011) consider optimal output taxes in
the presence of administrative costs and build a model that replicates the
“missing middle,” i.e., the missing of firms of intermediate size, an empirical
phenomenon often observed in developing countries. Our paper builds on
these contributions, although there are some crucial differences.
The cost of tax compliance and administration is economically important.
The European Commission (2004) estimates that large firms on average bear
compliance costs of more than 1.4 million euros, or 1.9% of their total tax
payments.9 For small firms, average compliance costs are estimated to equal
200,000 euros, or 30.9% of their tax payments. Thus, compliance costs are
effectively regressive. These estimations are in line with the results found by
Slemrod and Blumenthal (1996) for large U.S. firms.10 Most importantly for
the purpose of this study, the European Commission (2004) finds that compliance costs increase by more than 400% when the firm is active in more
than one jurisdiction. The fact that multinational activity is accompanied by
a strong increase in tax compliance costs is often interpreted as the main
driving force behind the proposals for a common consolidated tax base or
home-state taxation; see European Commission (2001). There is less evidence for tax administration costs. Some studies suggest that administration
costs are somewhat lower than compliance costs (see Slemrod and BlumenIn such a setting, Kopczuk and Slemrod (2006) show that the production-efficiency theorem derived in the seminal paper by Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) breaks down if taxspecific administration costs are considered. Slemrod (2008) demonstrates that another
textbook theorem is put into question if administrative costs are taken into account: the
irrelevance of who remits taxes.
9 Large firms are those with more than 250 employees; small firms, those with fewer.
10 Evans (2003) summarizes a survey on studies measuring compliance and tax administration costs as follows: “Compliance costs are highly significant for the main central government taxes [...]. They are high however measured – whether in absolute money terms or
relative to tax yield, GDP or administrative costs. For example, the studies suggest that
compliance costs of such taxes are typically anywhere between 2% and 10% of the revenue yield from those taxes; up to 2.5% of GDP; and usually a multiple (of between two
and six) of administrative costs.”
8
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thal, 1996, and Evans, 2003), but especially estimates of differences in these
costs between auditing a purely national firm and a multinational firm are
not available.11

3. The Model Setup
Consider a world with two countries each of which is populated by a representative household and a continuum of multinational firms.
3.1. Households

The representative household receives utility from a private consumption
good c with a price of unity and a publicly provided good h according to the
utility function
u = c + λh ,

(1)

where λ > 1 indicates the marginal utility of public-good consumption.
The only income source is dividends from firms owned by the representative household. There is no direct tax on household income.
3.2. Firms

Each multinational consists of two entities, a headquarters and an affiliate
in the other country. Each firm’s output is sold at the affiliate level. For presentational ease, we will refer to the headquarters location as the residence
country and the affiliate location as the source country. Of course, both countries in our model are simultaneously residence country and source country.
Accordingly, when we consider the welfare of a country we have to take
account of the welfare resulting from being a residence country (we will call
this the residence country’s welfare) and the welfare from being a source
country (the source country’s welfare).
Firms differ in their exogenously given organizational structure σ ∈ [0, 1],
which summarizes the distribution of the firm’s real economic activity (employees, fixed assets) across the residence country and the source country.
To keep notation simple we assume a uniform distribution of firms across σ
and normalize the density function to one. Thus, each multinational firm in
our model consists of a headquarters with an activity level of 1 − σ located
in the residence country and an affiliate with activity level σ located in the
source country. Pretax profits for all firms are given by Q.
Assume that there is no market outside the firm for the services provided
by the headquarters. Then, there is no objective way of pricing these services
11

See also Slemrod and Venkatesh (2002).
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in order to divide Q into a part generated domestically and another part
generated abroad. From the viewpoint of the firm, there is no need for this
attribution of profits to headquarters and affiliate locations. However, if the
firm has to file for income taxation in both jurisdictions, such a division becomes necessary. Then, a transfer price p applies, which effectively attributes
an income of Q − p to the affiliate and an income of p to the headquarters.
The transfer price is set by the government and cannot be manipulated by
the firm.
The multinational firm pays corporate income taxes at the headquarters
and, potentially, at the affiliate level. Taxation involves a compliance cost C.
For notational convenience, we normalize the compliance of residence-based
taxes levied on headquarters profits to zero. The taxation of affiliate profits gives rise to a compliance cost of Cr (σ) if affiliate profits are taxed on
a residence basis (superscript r), and Cs (σ) if they are taxed at source (superscript s). We assume that compliance costs increase in the level of real
economic activity: Cr , Cs ≥ 0 with Cr , Cs ≶ 0.
An important assumption is that we allow compliance costs to differ between residence- and source-based taxation. Dealing with two administrations may be more difficult than dealing just with one. If this effect dominates,
the compliance cost of source-based taxation would be higher than that of
residence-based taxation. But if the affiliate has its own tax department, it
may also find it easier to deal with local tax authorities and tax laws.12 Finally,
we assume that it does not matter for the level of compliance costs whether
a high or a low transfer price is chosen to divide the tax base between the
residence and the source country. This seems justified because transfer-price
variations are unlikely to change the administrative burden of complying
with the tax law.
3.3. Government

Governments provide the public good, which is financed by corporate taxes.
Corporate tax rates are exogenously given by tr and ts in the residence country
and the source country, respectively.13
One might argue that economic activity of a firm in a country always involves dealing
with the tax authorities of that country, irrespective of whether or not a firm ends up filing for income taxation. This would imply that compliance costs in our model would represent the incremental costs that arise if firms, after screening by tax authorities, do have
to file for income taxation.
13 This assumption is mainly made for keeping the analysis tractable. However, it can be justified as follows. Nexus rules concern relatively small levels of activity, maybe too small
to affect general corporate tax policies. In addition, nexus rules may differ by industry,
which makes it even less probable that there is a substantial interaction with corporate
tax rate setting.
12
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We assume that all firms have to file for income taxation in their residence
country. However, they may or may not be obliged to do so in the source
country, i.e., in technical terms, they may or may not have nexus to sourcebased taxation (extensive margin). If the firm does not have nexus, all income
is taxed by the residence country. If the firm has nexus and thus has to file
for income taxation in the source country, the firm’s profits are divided into
an affiliate profit and a headquarters profit (intensive margin).
Consider firstly the intensive margin. As noted above, the only reason
for defining a transfer price is that the firm is taxed by two jurisdictions.
This raises the question of who determines the transfer price. In the absence of coordination, the two jurisdictions may set their own transfer prices
p̄r (σ) and p̄s (σ) for a firm with structure σ. Note that, if p̄r (σ) and p̄s (σ)
differ, double taxation [p̄r (σ) > p̄s (σ)] or white income [p̄r (σ) < p̄s (σ)] may
occur.
The extensive margin is determined as follows. Both countries may choose
to tax all affiliates or none, or to relate this choice to the affiliate activity
level σ. In the last case, both governments choose thresholds for the affiliate
level of economic activity, denoted by σ̄r and σ̄s . For any firm characterized by
σ ≥ σ̄r , the residence country exempts the affiliate’s income from taxation.14
Accordingly, if σ ≥ σ̄s (σ < σ̄s ), the affiliate’s profit is subject to (exempt from)
taxation in the source country. As in the case of the intensive margin, double
taxation (σ̄r > σ̄s ) or white income (σ̄r < σ̄s ) may occur.
In correspondence to the firms’ compliance cost, corporate taxation involves an administration cost A, which is assumed to equal zero for the
taxation of residence-based income (i.e., headquarters income). Again, administration costs differ between residence- and source-based taxation of
affiliate income: Ar (σ) and As (σ), with Ar , As ≥ 0 and Ar , As ≶ 0. On
the one hand, the residence country may have some administrative advantage in taxing the affiliate, compared to the source country, since it taxes
the headquarters anyway. On the other hand, due to mere geographical
distance, language barriers, reduced enforcement rights, and many other
reasons, taxing economic activity abroad is more difficult than taxing domestic activity. For this reason, source-based taxation may be administratively
less costly than residence-based taxation in some cases, in particular as the
magnitude of the affiliate’s activity σ increases. Finally, we assume again
that administration costs are independent of the level of transfer prices.
Thus, in our model, changes at the extensive margin matter for administration and compliance costs, whereas changes at the intensive margin
do not.
14

It is not necessarily the case that countries will want to tax firms above a given nexus
threshold if they discriminate on the basis of σ. We will come back to this issue below.
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3.4. Firm Profits and Tax Revenue under Coordinated Thresholds and
Transfer Prices

In what follows, we assume that residence and source country agree upon
one nexus threshold σ̄ and a transfer-pricing scheme p̄(σ), which maps transfer prices upon firm structure σ. Deviations from the coordinated policy
parameter and uncoordinated transfer pricing and nexus rules are analyzed
in section 5. In the following, we will omit the argument and write p̄ instead
of p̄(σ), Cr instead of Cr (σ), etc., unless misunderstanding might arise.
A multinational firm with a structure σ has after-tax profits Π of

Π(σ) =

(Q − Cr )(1 − tr )

if σ < σ̄ ,

p̄(1 − tr ) + (Q − p̄ − Cs )(1 − ts )

if σ ≥ σ̄ .

(2)

As long as the level of economic activity of the affiliate, σ, is below the
nexus threshold σ̄, the firm’s entire income is taxed by the residence country,
and the firm faces no compliance costs related to source country taxation.
Firms with affiliates above the nexus threshold, in contrast, do have to file for
income taxation in the source country and apply the transfer-pricing rule p̄(σ)
set by the tax authorities to divide their income for purposes of taxation into
affiliate profits Q − p̄ − Cs and headquarters profits p̄.
Accordingly, the tax revenue of the residence country net of administration cost is given by

T (σ) =
r

tr (Q − Cr ) − Ar

if σ < σ̄ ,

tr p̄

if σ ≥ σ̄ ,

.

(3)

and the tax revenue of the source country net of administration cost by

T (σ) =
s

if σ < σ̄ ,

0
t (Q − p̄ − C ) − A
s

s

s

if σ ≥ σ̄ .

.

(4)

4. Welfare and Optimal Policy Choices under Coordinated
Thresholds and Transfer Prices
In our model, both countries are simultaneously the source and the residence
countries of multinational firms. Because of this symmetry, we can focus on
the welfare resulting from being a residence location and from being a source
location. Residence countries have firm profit income and tax revenue as
sources of welfare, and source countries have only tax revenue (from firms
having nexus to corporate income taxation).
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4.1. Welfare

We assume that governments are benevolent and define welfare W as the
representative household’s utility given by u = c + λh ≡ W with c = Π and
h = T r + T s . Accordingly, the welfare from being a residence country equals
W r = Π + λr T r , and the welfare from being a source country W s = λs T s . We
differentiate between λr and λs for the purpose of comparison between the
two countries.
Under coordinated thresholds and transfer prices, the welfare of the residence country is given by
 σ̄
[(Q − Cr )(1 − tr ) + λr (tr (Q − Cr ) − Ar )]dσ
Wr =
0



+

1

[p̄(1 − tr ) + (Q − p̄ − Cs )(1 − ts ) + λr tr p̄]dσ .

(5)

σ̄

The first term on the right-hand side is the income and tax revenue generated
by firms whose affiliates operate below the nexus threshold, so that they do
not file for income taxation abroad. The second term is the profit and tax
revenue of firms operating above that threshold.
The welfare of the source country equals
 1
λs [ts (Q − p̄ − Cs ) − As ]dσ .
(6)
Ws =
σ̄

4.2. Globally Optimal Policies

What do globally optimal policies look like? Global welfare is given by W g =
W r + W s . Consider firstly the globally optimal transfer pricing scheme p̄(σ)
for firms with nexus in both countries. For this purpose, it is helpful to assume
that p̄(σ) consists of a fixed part, p̂, and a part depending on σ, denoted by
f (σ): p̄(σ) = p̂ + f (σ), where p̂ may well be zero. Now, assume that a given
transfer-pricing scheme p̄(σ) is marginally increased by a small amount at
each point σ of the scheme. In other words, p̂ is marginally increased. The
global welfare effects of such an increase are given by
 1
∂W g
[νr − νs ]dσ ,
(7)
=
∂ p̂
σ̄
where νi = 1 + (λi − 1)ti for i ∈ {r, s} denotes the social valuation of profit
income in the residence and the source country. A change in the transfer price
scheme only redistributes taxing rights. The impact of this redistribution on
global welfare depends on the tax rates and the marginal utility of public
consumption in the two countries. Clearly, (7) does not contribute much to
explaining the allocation of taxing rights in existing tax systems. In particular,
from a global perspective, there is no particular reason in our model to divide
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taxing rights according to the distribution of real economic activity across
the two countries. We will return to this issue when we discuss decentralized
policies.
Consider next the global welfare effect of setting the nexus threshold. The
effect of a marginal change in σ̄ on global welfare, given the transfer price p̄,
can be expressed as
∂W g
(8)
= Ω(σ̄) + S(σ̄) − R(σ̄) ,
∂ σ̄
where
Ω(σ̄) = (Q − p̄(σ̄))(νr − νs ) ,

(9)

S(σ̄) = ν C (σ̄) + λ A (σ̄) ,

(10)

R(σ̄) = ν C (σ̄) + λ A (σ̄) .

(11)

s
r

s
r

s

r

s

r

Ω captures the welfare effect of moving the right to tax a given base, Q− p̄(σ̄),
from source- to residence-based taxation, which, under symmetry, equals
zero. S(σ̄) is the social cost of compliance and administration of a sourcebased tax on an affiliate of type σ̄. Accordingly, R(σ̄) is the social compliance
and administration cost of taxing the same affiliate on a residence basis.
From a policy perspective, a key question is whether the coexistence of
source- and residence-based taxation can be optimal from a global perspective. This would require the first-order condition in (8) to equal zero and the
2Wg

r
s


second-order condition to satisfy ∂∂(σ̄)
2 = −p̄ (σ̄)(ν − ν ) + S (σ̄) − R (σ̄) < 0.
A possible interior optimum is illustrated by figure 1, where equal tax rates
and preferences are assumed: νr = νs . Such an equilibrium would imply that,
for low real economic activity at the affiliate level, residence-based taxation
would be optimal, because the additional compliance and administration
cost of filing for income taxation in the source country would be too high.
But if real economic activity increases at the affiliate, taxation becomes more
difficult. As mentioned in the preceding section, it may in particular become
very costly for the tax authorities to audit the activity of an affiliate located
abroad. This disadvantage may be so significant that it may be optimal from
a global perspective to switch to source-based taxation.
The above-presented results may be summarized as
Proposition 1 Global Optimality: Let Cr , Cs , Ar , As ≥ 0, and suppose transfer
prices do not affect tax administration or compliance costs. Then,
a. Transfer prices: a change in transfer prices only affects global welfare if countries differ in tax rates or preferences for the public good, and
∂W g
> 0 for all σ̄, the globally optimal regime is pure residence∂ σ̄
g
< 0 for all σ̄, the globally optimal regime is pure source(ii) if ∂W
∂ σ̄
g
2 Wg
(iii) if ∂W
= 0 and ∂∂(σ̄)
2 < 0 hold, the optimal regime is a mix of
∂ σ̄

b. Thresholds: (i) if
based taxation;
based taxation;

source- and residence-based taxation.
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Figure 1

Global Optimum

Our model thus provides a rationale of why existing tax systems foresee
that affiliates of multinational firms will file for income taxation in their host
country if their economic activity exceeds a certain threshold. The question arises whether the global optimum is stable. We therefore turn to the
perspective of the individual countries.
4.3. Decentralized Policies

The global optimum is self-enforcing if individual choices – under the restriction that there are coordinated transfer prices and thresholds – are in line
with such an outcome.
With respect to transfer prices, this actually will never be the case. As noted
above, a change in transfer prices is simply a redistribution of taxing rights. If
p̄ ∈ [0, Q], the source country would always like to set p̄ = 0 for all σ, while the
residence country would set p̄ = Q for all σ. Note that this is true independent
of the actual firm characteristic σ or the threshold level σ̄, because transfer
prices (by definition) do not affect administration and compliance costs.
In order to prevent the analysis of decentralized nexus threshold policies
from depending on extreme values of p̄ (0 or Q), we assume that there is
a transfer-pricing scheme p̄ = p̄(σ) that both countries agree upon. Since we
do not a priori impose restrictions on the functional form of p̄(σ), this assumption allows for the extreme values of p̄, but also includes more intuitive
transfer-pricing functions, where the transfer price p̄ would decrease with
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increasing amount of economic activity located in the source country, i.e.,
p̄ (σ) < 0.
How do individual countries set the nexus thresholds, given a transfer
pricing scheme? Assume that the source country has the right to set the
threshold and the residence country accepts this.15 Given this, the optimal
threshold from a national point of view is set where the marginal firm’s tax
payments just cover the tax administration cost As :
∂W s
= −λs [ts (Q − p̄(σ̄) − Cs (σ̄)) − As (σ̄)] = 0 .
(12)
∂ σ̄
For (12) to give a welfare maximum, the second-order condition would
2 s
have to satisfy ∂∂ σ̄Ws2 < 0, which is given by
∂2W s
= λs [ts (p̄ + Cs ) + As ] < 0 .
(13)
∂ σ̄2
Here, two general cases may occur. Firstly, if p̄ ≥ −(Cs + As /ts ) for all σ
(including the case of p̄ = 0), no interior optimum is found. Then, the source
country will either tax all affiliates operating within its borders or no affiliate
at all (because tax administration costs exceed tax revenue for all affiliates).
g
2 Wg
= 0 and ∂∂(σ̄)
In this case, the global optimum described by ∂W
2 < 0 (see
∂ σ̄
above) is not compatible with the source country’s national interest.
Secondly, if (12) and (13) hold, which implies p̄ < −(Cs + As /ts ), an interior optimum exists. Then, the source country chooses a level of σ̄ above
which affiliates from abroad are taxed and below which such affiliates are
exempt from tax. A negative first derivative, p̄ ≤ 0, means that the larger the
fraction of activity at the affiliate and the smaller the fraction of activity at the
headquarters, the smaller the fraction of income taxed at the headquarters
level, which seems to be plausible as an assumption.
For the level of σ̄ derived in (12) and (13) to be a global optimum, the
externality on the residence country is required to be zero. The externality
is given by
∂W r
= (Q − p̄)(ts + (λr − 1)tr ) + Cs (1 − ts ) − νr Cr − λr Ar .
(14)
∂ σ̄
The first term on the right-hand side of (14) is positive. It reflects that the
residence country raises more revenue as the source country increases the
threshold. If tr > ts , after-tax profits accruing to firm owners may decline, but
the additional tax revenue compensates for this. In the absence of compliance
and administration costs, the residence country would unambiguously benefit
15

This seems to be a plausible assumption, since, as Graetz and Oosterhuis (2001) state,
“The OECD nations have all conceded that the country of source – the nation where the
income is earned – enjoys the primary right to tax active business income, with the residence country – the nation where the business is incorporated or managed – retaining at
most a residual right to tax such income.”
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from an increase in the threshold. But if there are such costs, things may
be different. The change in compliance cost (Cs (1 − ts ) − νr Cr ) may have
a positive or negative effect. The increase in tax administration costs in
response to an increase in the threshold has an unambiguously negative
effect.
Thus, due to the existence of compliance and administration costs, it may
be the case that an increase in the threshold set by the source country reduces the welfare of the residence country. This implies that, from a global
perspective, there may be too much or too little source-based taxation.
As the externality depends crucially on the transfer-pricing scheme, p̄(σ)
may be used to reduce the externality to zero. In fact, appropriate transfer
pricing rules can ensure that uncoordinated threshold setting leads to globally
optimal thresholds and that fiscal externalities of threshold setting are fully
internalized. This is achieved if the right-hand side of (14) equals zero, which
requires
p̄∗ (σ) = Q +

Cs (σ)(1 − ts ) − νr Cr (σ) − λr Ar (σ)
.
ts + (λr − 1)tr

(15)

The transfer-pricing scheme p̄∗ (σ) ensures that the externality of the
source country setting the threshold, (14), equals zero. Its slope is given
s
s )−νr Cr −λr Ar
. Recall that the transfer price has to satisfy p̄ <
by p̄∗ = C (1−tts +(λ
r −1)t r
−(Cs + As /ts ) for (12) to be a welfare maximum. Using the first derivative
of (15) as well as (10) and (11), it can be shown that this condition holds if


As
(16)
S (σ̄) − R (σ̄) < Cs + s (νs − νr ) .
t
The right-hand side of the above equation is zero if tax rates and preferences λ are equal across countries. Then, existence of a global optimum
requires S (σ̄s ) − R (σ̄s ) < 0. We summarize these results as follows:
Proposition 2 Decentralized policies with coordinated transfer pricing and uncoordinated threshold policies: Assume that a global optimum with 0 < σ̄ < 1 exists.
a. The source country chooses a nexus threshold 0 < σ̄s < 1 only if (12) and (13)
hold. This requires the transfer price to depend negatively on σ: p̄ < −(Cs + As /ts ).
b. Depending on compliance and administration cost functions, the level of
source-based taxation preferred by the source country may be higher or lower than
globally optimal.
c. Choosing a specific transfer price scheme as in (15) may align national and
global efficiency considerations. If countries agree on a transfer-pricing function as
in (15) before thresholds are set, decentralized threshold setting leads to a global
optimum.
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5. Incentives to Deviate from Coordinated Thresholds and
Transfer Prices
In the previous section, we have shown under which circumstances the residence country prefers a higher or lower (coordinated) threshold than the
one chosen by the source country. In this section, we ask whether the country
has the incentive to unilaterally deviate from the source country’s choice of
nexus threshold, i.e., to abandon the coordinated threshold and to set its
own threshold. We analyze this under the assumption that deviation by one
country does not affect the behavior of the other country.16
We will focus on threshold setting only because it is straightforward to
show that countries always have incentives to deviate from coordinated
transfer prices and to move to double taxation because this increases their tax
revenue at no cost. The reason is that double taxation at the intensive margin
does not affect compliance or administration costs and, by assumption, does
not trigger any retaliation. Consequently, countries never have incentives to
allow for white income.
5.1. Double Taxation

Consider firstly the issue of double taxation, with σ̄r > σ̄s . We assume that
source-based taxes are at least deductible from the tax base in the residence
country. In the presence of double taxation (dt), the residence country’s
welfare17 is given by
 σ̄s
r
Wdt = +
[(Q − Cr )(1 − tr ) + λr (tr (Q − Cr ) − Ar )]dσ


0
σ̄r

+

[νr (p̄ − Cr + (Q − p̄ − Cs )(1 − ts )) − λr Ar ]dσ
σ̄s
 1

+

[p̄νr + (Q − p̄ − Cs )(1 − ts )]dσ .

(17)

σ̄r

The effect of a small change in the residence-based threshold σ̄r on the source
country is zero, whereas on the residence country it is given by
∂Wdtr
= tr (1 − ts )(λr − 1)(Q − p̄ − Cs ) − νr Cr − λr Ar .
(18)
∂ σ̄r
Increasing the threshold σ̄r above σ̄s increases the tax revenue (first term)
and the social cost of tax compliance and administration (second and third
It is well known that, with retaliation possibilities, cooperative equilibria of the type analyzed in the preceding sections may emerge.
17 The source country’s welfare is – as before – equal to
 1
s
Wdt
=
λs [ts (Q − p̄ − Cs ) − As ]dσ .
16

σ̄s
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terms). Thus, the effect of an increase in double taxation on the residence
country’s welfare is ambiguous. If, however, the threshold set by the source
country is globally optimal, i.e., (14) equals zero, the above equation can be
rewritten as
∂Wdtr
= −ts νr (Q − p̄) − νr Cs (1 − ts ) < 0 .
∂ σ̄r

(19)

Thus, we can state
Proposition 3 If the source-based threshold is at or above the globally optimal
threshold level, the residence country has no interest in unilaterally deviating from
the threshold set by the source country by moving to double taxation.

This can be explained as follows. The global optimum implies that, if
the coordinated threshold is marginally increased, the additional tax revenue equals the additional administration and compliance costs. If however
the threshold is unilaterally increased, the additional tax revenue is lower,
because foreign taxes are deducted while additional administration and compliance costs remain the same. Therefore, the welfare effect is negative in
sum.
5.2. White Income

Are there incentives for residence countries to deviate in the other direction,
i.e., to withdraw from taxing affiliates although the source country does
not tax these affiliates (σ̄r < σ̄s )? In the presence of white income (wi) the
residence country’s welfare is given by
 σ̄r
 σ̄s
r
r r
r r
[(Q − C )ν − λ A ]dσ +
[νr p̄ + (Q − p̄)]dσ
Wwi =
σ̄r

0



1

+

[νr p̄ + (Q − p̄ − Cs )(1 − ts )]dσ .

(20)

σ̄s

The welfare effect of a unilateral change in σ̄r is
r
∂Wwi
= tr (λr − 1)(Q − p̄ − Cr ) − Cr − λr Ar .
r
∂ σ̄

(21)

A reduction in σ̄r reduces tax revenue (first term) but saves compliance and
tax administration costs (second and third terms). Again, assuming that σ̄s is
optimally set from a global point of view, i.e., that (14) equals zero, the above
equation can be rewritten as
r
∂Wwi
= −(Q − p̄)ts − Cs (1 − ts ) < 0 .
r
∂ σ̄

(22)
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We can thus state
Proposition 4 If the source-based threshold is equal to or above the globally optimal threshold level, the residence country has an interest in unilaterally deviating
from the threshold set by the source country by moving to white income.

This result can be explained as follows. At the globally optimal nexus
threshold, a further reduction of the source country threshold neither increases nor decreases the welfare of the residence country. It transfers tax
revenue from the residence country to the source country, which is just compensated by savings in compliance and administration costs. A unilateral
move to white income implies the same savings in compliance and administration costs, but at a lower cost: rather than transferring tax revenue to the
source country, the unilateral decline in the residence-based threshold implies a tax cut for domestic firms. This explains why moving to white income
is attractive.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
The analysis in this paper has shown that compliance and administration costs
may provide an economic rationale for the fact that countries often choose
a mix between source-based and residence-based taxation. Our model thus
sheds additional light on the legal provisions of “permanent establishment”
and locational profits for tax purposes and the fact that these institutions
refer to the extent of economic activity in a given location. It is interesting to
contrast our argument with existing approaches to explaining the observable
mix of taxation principles.
As far as we know, there are mainly three approaches. The first explains the
existence of source-based affiliate taxation by the mere inability of countries
to coordinate their tax policies. We do not question the empirical relevance
of this argument, but may add that, even if they could coordinate, they
might find it desirable to choose a tax mix. The second approach is based on
the theorem that source-based taxation is efficient if there are pure profits.
While this is a valid argument under certain assumptions, it does not apply
to our framework, for the following reason. By setting all transfer prices
p̄(σ) = Q ∀σ, and consequently allowing for deduction of all cost from the
headquarters tax base (not modeled in our framework), it is possible to tax
pure profits on a residence basis. The third approach focuses on prohibitively
high costs of implementing or enforcing residence-based taxation. This may
be the case if, for example, the affiliate has many shareholders, each of which
would have to remit taxes if source-based taxation of the affiliate were ruled
out. Although we do not model dispersed ownership, we would claim that
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this approach refers to special cases, which our model implies by generally
referring to relative cost differences between the two principles of taxation.
With respect to policy implications, our paper is probably most relevant
for debates about the allocation of taxing rights and obligations between
states of federations and within the European Union. One may note that
compliance and administration costs play a key role in corporate tax coordination proposals in the European Union. For instance, the establishment
of home-state taxation would imply that source-based taxation of small and
medium-sized firms in the EU would virtually disappear. In the framework
of our model, this would be equivalent to a coordinated increase of nexus
thresholds. The objective of this proposal is to reduce compliance costs borne
by small and medium-sized firms. Reducing compliance and administration
costs is also the main objective of other proposals, including the initiative for
a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base.
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We compare a social security system where people can retire at an age of their own
choice with one in which there is a legal retirement age elected through a majority
voting process. We show that individuals prefer a legal retirement age higher than the
one they would choose in the flexible scheme. In spite of this, we show that when
the legal retirement age significantly limits the retirement age of high-wage workers,
a flexible scheme would improve the financing of the pension system. Finally, we show
that even when pension benefits are higher with a legal retirement age, a flexible
system might be implemented.
Keywords: social security, flexible retirement, legal retirement age
JEL classification: H 55, J 26

1. Introduction
Reforms of social security systems are now among the main issues on most
industrialized countries’ economic policy agendas. It is widely held that,
unless serious changes take place, the rise in the number of retirees relative
to that of workers will threaten the viability of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) public
pension systems in the long run. With the aim of eliminating these future
financing problems, one of the main goals of pension reforms is to raise the
average age of retirement of workers; see Blondal and Scarpetta (1998) or
Gruber and Wise (1999).
In order to achieve this objective, one of the main economic policy measures is to allow greater flexibility in social security retirement rules (as, e.g.,
in Germany, Italy, or Sweden). Indeed, this measure is one of the policy
conclusions of “Maintaining Prosperity in an Ageing Society,” OECD (2000,
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p. 8): “...the most appropriate reform would be to allow people to retire at
the age of their own choice and to adjust the pension level so that the pension
system is neutral on average.”
There is recent literature dealing with a flexible retirement age and social
security. Casamatta et al. (2005) study the distortion caused by the continued activity of elderly workers in a setting with flexible retirement. They
allow individuals to vote on the level of the payroll tax and provide sufficient conditions for the existence of a voting equilibrium. Conde Ruiz and
Galasso (2003) analyze the effects of a simultaneous voting process on the
contribution rate and on the decision to introduce or not an early retirement
provision with an endogenous retirement age. Simonovits (2006) analyzes
the optimal design of the pension system with flexible retirement, focusing
on the importance of asymmetric information.1
The present article augments the existing literature on endogenous retirement decisions by explicitly examining the effectiveness of increasing
the flexibility of the pension system.2 Should the pensionable age be eliminated and greater flexibility in retirement decisions allowed? Similarly to
Casamatta et al. (2005), we consider a two-period overlapping-generations
(OLG) model where each individual in the first period works one unit of
time and in the second period works for some time and then retires. Individuals live for two periods and differ according to productivity. We study
two different PAYG social security programs with flat pension benefits. In
the first setting people can retire at an age of their own choice. In the second one, there is a legal retirement age elected through a majority voting
process.3
We analyze how incentives on retirement decisions depend on the retirement rules. We also compare both the financing of the pension system and
the welfare of the population associated with the two retirement rules. The
preferences with regard to these two opposite systems, flexibility versus legal retirement age, will depend on the effect on welfare. We interpret these
preferences as a voting decision on the retirement rules.
We show that individuals prefer a legal retirement age higher than that
they would choose in the flexible scheme. This result highlights the different incentives on prolonging the working period related to each retirement
Earlier literature mainly focused on the effect of the introduction of a pension system on
the individual retirement decision (see among others Burbidge and Robb, 1980; Crawford and Lilien, 1981; or Sheshinski, 1978).
2 Michel and Pestieau (1999), in a model that allows for endogenous retirement, show that
a mandatory early retirement may be socially desirable in the case of underaccumulation.
3 To date, there are few studies that have examined the role of the legal retirement age in
the pension system. Lacomba and Lagos (2006) and (2007) study the problem of a direct
vote on the legal retirement age and the effect of the aging of the population on the optimal legal retirement age.
1
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scheme. In a flexible system individuals ignore the impact of their decisions
on the social security budget constraint, as they only optimize their own retirement ages. But in a system with a legal retirement age that affects all the
population, these indirect effects are taken into account and lead to higher
preferred legal retirement ages.
In spite of the aforementioned, when there is sufficient dispersion in retirement ages, that is, when the legal retirement age significantly limits the
retirement age of high-wage workers, a shift from a pension system with
legal retirement age to a flexible scheme might enhance the financing of
the pension system. This retirement dispersion mainly depends on the wage
distribution and on the elasticity of the labor force.
Finally, we show that even if pension benefits were higher with a legal
retirement age, a majority of the population, formed by low- and high-wage
workers, might prefer the flexible system. Only the middle class would be
in favor of a legal retirement age as an instrument to increase their pension
benefits by forcing lowest-wage workers to work longer.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the model. In Section 3 optimal retirement decisions are obtained. In Section 4 we compare the
financing of the pension system and welfare levels under the two retirement
schemes. In Section 5 a numerical example illustrates the results obtained
in the previous sections. Section 6 summarizes the main results. The proofs
appear in the appendix.

2. The Model
This model is similar to that of Casamatta et al. (2005). Individuals live for
two periods. They are located between a minimum
and a maximum wage

level per unit of time (productivity), w− , w+ , with mean w̄ and median
wm < w̄.
The intertemporal utility function is as follows:
U(c, d) = u(c) + βu(d) .

(1)

The utility function u(. ) is, as usual, increasing and concave: u (. ) > 0, u (. ) <
0; c and d are respectively the first- and second-period consumptions; and β
is the time preference factor, which is equal to 1/(1 + r), r being the interest
rate.
The two periods are of equal length, normalized to unity. Labor supply
is assumed to be inelastic in the first period. In the second period, we have
to distinguish between the two settings. In the first case, individuals choose
their own retirement age by deciding the fraction of the second period they
continue working, R ∈ [0, 1]; so R can be interpreted as an indicator of the
individual retirement age. In the second case, individuals have to work the
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fraction of the second period chosen through a majority voting process; this
fraction can be interpreted as the indicator of the legal retirement age of the
system.
It should be noted that the second-period consumption d includes the
normal consumption minus the monetary disutility of working in this second period. We assume a particular specification for this disutility, d =
x − γRδ+1 /(δ + 1), where x is the normal consumption in the second period,
and γ > 0 and δ  1 can be interpreted as intensity factors of the disutility
of work.4 So the first- and second-period consumptions for an individual of
wage w are
c = w(1 − τ) − s ,

(2)

x = s(1 + r) + Rw(1 − τ) + (1 − R)p ,

(3)

where s  0 is the amount of savings; τ ∈ [0, 1] is the social security contribution tax rate; and p is the constant stream of pension benefits per unit of
time, collected from a PAYG social security system. Similarly to Casamatta
et al. (2005), we consider a Beveridgean pension system where individuals contribute an amount proportional to their wages but the total pension
benefit received does not differ across them. We also assume that the contribution rate is given. In this way, we focus our attention only on how the
different retirement rules affect the financing of the system and the welfare
levels of individuals. The optimal design of the social security parameters
has already been analyzed in recent literature.5 Our study can be considered
as complementary to these, concentrating on another specific issue of the
pension-system reform problem.

3. Retirement Decisions
In this section, we characterize retirement decisions (and savings) of old
and
 individuals under the two retirement schemes. We denote by
 ∗ young
RF , R∗L the optimal retirement decisions, where R∗F is the optimal individual
retirement decision of young and old individuals under the flexible scheme,
and R∗L is the optimal legal retirement age of young and old individuals under
the legal retirement scheme.
The quadratic specification used by Casamatta et al. (2005) is a particular case of the specification used here, where δ = 1. It should also be noted that with this utility function
income effects are disregarded: changes in the optimal retirement decision will only be
caused by variations in the relative price of labor and consumption.
5 See among others Breyer (1994); Casamatta et al. (2000a), (2000b), and (2005); or Conde
Ruiz and Galasso (2003, 2004).
4
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3.1. Flexibility in Retirement Decision

Nowadays, there are many examples of countries with flexible retirement
regimes (see Blondal and Scarpetta, 1998). In our model, under this pension
scheme, individuals in the second period are allowed to retire at an age of
their own choice, and pension benefits are paid out after leaving the labor
force. Let RF be the individual retirement age. The budget constraint of
a feasible social security system must satisfy
⎞
⎛
w+
w+
w+
y
o
o
wf (w)dw + N
RF wf (w)dw⎠ = N
(1 − RF )pf (w)dw ,
τ ⎝N
w−

w−

w−

(4)

where N o and N y = (1 + n)N o are respectively the numbers of old and young
individuals, and n is the population growth rate. Pension benefits per unit of
time are given by
pF
(1 + n)w̄
+
1 − RF
1 − RF

p=τ

,

(5)

where w̄ denotes the mean wage and
w+
pF =

RF wf (w)dw

(6)

w−

satisfies the government budget constraint (4). Note that a Beveridgean
system where the total pension received does not differ across individuals
implies that under a flexible scheme the total pension
P = (1 − RF )p = τ((1 + n)w̄ + pF )

(7)

does not depend either on RF or on w. In other words, although both RF and p
are different for individuals with different wages, the product (1 − RF )p is
assumed constant. Though retiring later has a cost in forgone p, this cost is
canceled out by the increase in p derived from retiring later.
Now we turn to the analysis of the optimal retirement decisions. The old
individuals’ problem can be formally represented as
max sF (1 + r) + RF w(1 − τ) + (1 − RF )p −
RF

γRFδ+1
δ+1

(8)

subject to
0  RF  1 .
From (8) we obtain the optimal retirement age, R∗F :
R∗F =

1−τ
γ

1/δ

w1/δ .

(9)
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It is easy to check that the young individuals anticipate that they will
choose her retirement age according to (9).6 It is worth noting that (9) is obtained assuming that the individual considers her pension benefits as given
(that is, ∂pF /∂RF = 0), thereby disregarding the effect of her retirement decision on the pension benefits via the “macro” constraint, (4). As Sheshinski
(1978) states, this is a plausible assumption under competitive conditions
with many individuals. Besides, note that although retiring later has a cost
in forgone p, this cost is canceled out by the increase in p derived from
retiring later. In other words, although p depends on RF , the total pension
received, P, does not depend on RF .
Due to the positive substitution effect and the absence of the income
effect, the retirement decision is positively related to the wage level. On
the other hand, a larger contribution rate reduces the net wage and consequently leads individuals to retire earlier. Finally, a higher intensity factor of
the disutility of work, δ, not only reduces optimal retirement ages but also
diminishes the elasticity of the labor force.
On the other hand, we can substitute (9) into (6), and denoting
w+
(δ+1)
(10)
ξ(w) = w δ f (w)dw ,
w−

we can rewrite (6) as
1 − τ 1/δ
ξ(w) .
(11)
γ
Equation (11) allows us to observe that pension benefits coming from old
workers’ contributions, pF , depend on the elasticity of the labor force.7
pF =

3.2. Legal Retirement Age

In some countries there are direct restrictions on work beyond the standard
retirement age (in Portugal and Spain entitlement to pension benefits beyond the standard age is conditional on complete withdrawal from work),
or, frequently, individuals have to leave their current jobs to receive their
pensions (see Blondal and Scarpetta 1998 or Gruber and Wise 1999). So we
can observe that the average retirement age in some OECD countries, such
as the United Kingdom, Portugal, and Ireland, is very close to this standard
retirement age.8 Thus, in this setting we consider the legal retirement age
See Cassamatta et al. (2005) for a more exhaustive analysis of the optimal savings decisions in this setting.
7 Equations (10) and (11) are needed for the further analysis of the financing of the system
and the welfare levels.
8 If there is a possibility of early access to pension benefits with some adjustment to the
value of retirement benefits, the average retirement age is usually found between the
6
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as the age at which workers are obliged to leave the labor force, that is, as
a mandatory retirement.
In the following, we shall first derive the optimal legal retirement age of
individuals. Then, we shall turn our attention to the majority voting process
and obtain the elected legal retirement age.
Let RL be the legal retirement age. A feasible social security system’s
budget constraint must now satisfy
⎞
⎛
w+
w+
w+
τ ⎝N y wf (w)dw + N o RL wf (w)dw⎠ = N o (1 − RL ) pf (w)dw .
w−

w−

w−

Under this scheme, the individual pension is
pL
(1 + n)w̄
,
+
p=τ
1 − RL
1 − RL
with

(12)

(13)

pL = RL w̄ .

(14)

3.2.1. Optimal Retirement Decisions

The old individuals’ problem can be formally represented as
max sL (1 + r) + RL w(1 − τ) + (1 − RL )p −
RL

γRLδ+1
δ+1

(15)

subject to
0  RL  1.
From (15) we obtain the optimal legal retirement age
w + τ(w̄ − w) 1/δ
.
(16)
γ
It is easy to check that the young individuals anticipate that they will choose
their optimal legal retirement age according to (16).9 Under this scheme the
positive relationship between the wage and the preferred legal retirement
age can again be explained by the substitution effect, which calls for a higher
retirement age. A higher intensity factor of the disutility of work also reduces
optimal legal retirement ages.10
However, unlike the flexible system, a higher τ delays the optimal legal
retirement age for those individuals with wages lower than the mean wage.
R∗L =

age at which pensions can be accessed and the standard retirement age. See Blondal and
Scarpetta (1998) or Samwick (1998).
9 See Lacomba and Lagos (2007) for a more exhaustive analysis of the optimal decisions in
a setting with legal retirement age.
10 In this scheme, the total pensions received are P = (1 − RL )p = τ((1 + n)w̄ + RL w̄).
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In order to explain this result, let us recall the double effect associated with
changing the legal retirement age. These changes affect the working population’s lifetime income in two ways: fixing the length of the working period
and, in an indirect way, determining the pension benefits via the dependency
ratio. For instance, a delay in the legal retirement age not only increases the
working period but also increases the pension benefits by increasing the dependency ratio. Thus, the larger the pension benefits, the bigger the indirect
effect on the lifetime income of a change in the legal retirement age. The
reason is the larger relative weight of the pension benefits on the individuals’
lifetime income. Therefore, the increase in net pension benefits of low-wage
workers caused by a greater contribution rate augments the importance of
these indirect effects, increasing the relative price of leisure, so that individuals relocate their demand from leisure to consumption and delay their
retirement age.
3.2.2. The Voting Process on the Legal Retirement Age

It is easy to check that preferences are single-peaked with respect to the
legal retirement age and thus a Condorcet winner exists. The majority voting
process leads to a legal retirement age, ReL , that divides the population into
two groups of equal size: those who prefer a retirement age above the elected
age and those who prefer a retirement age below the elected one. Since
optimal legal retirement ages are increasing in the wage, the elected one is
the median wage individual’s optimum legal retirement age
ReL =

wm + τ(w̄ − wm )
γ

1/δ

.

(17)

Since w̄ > wm , we find that a larger contribution rate will lead to a higher
elected legal retirement age and therefore to a longer working period. This
result contrasts with the one obtained in the flexible system, where a larger
contribution rate yields lower retirement ages.11
Comparing the retirement decisions obtained under the two retirement
schemes, the following proposition can be stated.




Proposition 1 (i) R∗L > R∗F for any w ∈ w− , w+ .




(ii) ReL > R∗F for any w ∈ w− , wμ with wμ > wm .

Proof. Relation (i) follows straightforwardly from (9) and (16).
11

If the mean wage were lower than the median wage, w̄ < wm , the opposite result would
be obtained. In this case, an increase in the contribution rate would decrease the net pension benefits of the median voter, reducing the importance of the indirect effects. This
fact would lower the relative price of leisure, so that the median voter would relocate her
demand from consumption to leisure and would advance the legal retirement age.
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Regarding (ii), (17) and (9) can be respectively rewritten as
ReL =

wm (1 − τ) + τw̄
γ

R∗F =

w(1 − τ)
γ

1/δ

(18)

and
1/δ

.

(19)



Needless to say, ReL > R∗F for any w ∈ w− , wm . From (18) and (19) it can be

derived that there exists a wage wμ > wm such that R∗F (wμ ) = ReL .
The first point of the proposition states that any individual would have her
preferred legal retirement age higher than that under a flexible system. Moreover, the second point shows that more than 50% of the population would
retire earlier than the legal retirement age, all else remaining unchanged, if
the pension system shifted from a legal retirement age to a flexible scheme.12
This result crucially relies on the different incentives on retirement decisions embedded in each pension scheme. As mentioned above, in a majority
vote on the legal retirement age, the effects on the aggregate constraint of
the adjustment made in the ratio of workers to retirees when the legal retirement age is lowered or raised must be taken into account. And these
effects play such an important role that they lead people to prefer higher
legal retirement ages.
On the contrary, in a flexible scheme the individual ignores the impact
of her decision on the aggregate constraint (and therefore on her pension
benefits) and considers that her retirement decision only affects the length
of her working period. This attitude yields individual retirement ages lower
than the legal one. This result can be regarded as the fiscal externality from
imposing the legal retirement age on everyone.13

4. Financing of the Pension System and Welfare Levels
In this section we study the financing of the pension system and the welfare
levels associated with each retirement scheme. In order to do so, we define SF
It would be possible to find individuals who would prefer a higher legal retirement age
than the current one, but they would retire even earlier than if the pension system shifted
from a legal retirement age to a flexible scheme.
13 The results would not change if the utility function gave rise to an income effect. Although the income effect induces people to opt for a lower retirement age (the more income, the more demand for leisure), the positive relationship between the wage and the
preferred retirement age would still occur both in the flexible system and in the legal retirement system, just assuming that the substitution effect is larger than the income effect. This assumption is usual in the related literature on this topic (see among others
Crawford and Lilien, 1981, or Sheshinski, 1978).
12
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and SL as the amounts of money collected with flexible retirement and with
a legal retirement age, respectively,
⎛
⎞
w+
w+
SF ≡ τ ⎝N y wf (w)dw + N o R∗F wf (w)dw⎠ ,
(20)
w−

⎛
SL ≡ τ ⎝N y

w−

w+

w+
wf (w)dw + N o ReL

w−

⎞
wf (w)dw⎠ .

(21)

w−

Using (10) and substituting (9) and (17) into (20) and (21), SF and SL can be
rewritten as

1
δ
y
o 1−τ
ξ(w)
(22)
SF ≡ τ N w̄ + N
γ
and
SL ≡ τ N w̄ + N
y

o

wm + τ(w̄ − wm )
γ



1/δ

w̄

.

(23)

The following proposition highlights the main results derived from (22)
and (23).
Proposition 2 (i) The higher the contribution rate, the larger SL .
(ii) The more dispersed the wage distribution or the more elastic the labor force,
the larger SF .

Proof. Statement (i) follows straightforwardly from (23). Statement (ii) fol
lows straightforwardly from (22).

Raising contribution rates and delaying the retirement age are among
the main reforms for eliminating the future financial problems of pension
systems. The first point of the proposition tells us that in a system with legal
retirement age these two measures may complement each other to achieve
an increase in the amount of money collected (an increase in the contribution
rate would facilitate the delay of the legal retirement age). On the contrary,
in a flexible system it seems more difficult to implement these two measures
together. As can be observed in (22), an increase in the contribution rate
has a negative indirect effect on SF (apart from the obvious positive direct
effect). A higher τ would reduce the incentives to prolong the working period,
worsening the financing of the system.
On the other hand, the second point states that both the wage distribution
and the elasticity of the labor force are crucial in the financing of a flexible
retirement system. The higher the wage dispersion or the more elastic the
labor supply, the more likely that the financing of the system will be enhanced
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by shifting to a flexible scheme. The intuition is the following. A higher
elasticity of the labor force leads lower-wage individuals to retire earlier and
higher-wage individual to retire later. And the increase in the financing of
the pension system derived from the delay in the retirement decisions of
higher-wage individuals is larger than the reduction in the financing derived
from the lower retirement ages of lower-wage individuals.
We shall now compare the roles the retirement schemes play in determining the welfare of the population. We consider that the individual’s welfare
is determined by her utility level. Notice that the preferences of population
with regard to retirement rules will depend on how their welfare levels are
affected by the different retirement rules. Thus, these preferences can be
interpreted as a voting decision on changing the retirement scheme. In this
manner, we can also examine whether a flexible retirement system would be
implemented or not. The results are characterized in the next proposition.
Proposition 3 (i) If SF  SL , the whole population will prefer a pension system
with flexible retirement.
(ii) If SF < SL , a legal retirement system may be majority-preferred to a flexible
system.

Proof. For (i), see appendix. For (ii), see the numerical example below.



The first point of the proposition is obvious. The effect of retirement rules
on welfare has two different aspects: on the one hand, the effect on pension
benefits, and on the other hand, the effect on retirement decisions. Needless
to say, if a shift from a legal-retirement-age scheme to a flexible one enhances
the financing of the system, all individuals will have, firstly, larger pension
benefits, and secondly, the option of retiring at the age of their own choice,
which unambiguously will improve their welfare levels.
A pension system with a legal retirement age yields higher welfare levels
only if the related pension benefits are sufficiently large to compensate for
the forced retirement. If they are large enough, as the second point of proposition states, a majority formed by individuals with wages around the median
one could support a legal retirement system. This group could be considered
as the middle class of the population (it would also include individuals with
wages above the mean wage). The intuition is the following. Their optimal
retirement ages are similar to the legal one, and therefore the forced retirement would not be very harmful, so a flexible system would bring about
lower pension benefits only for them.
This result gives an intuition as to why social security in most countries
has been related to a standard age of entitlement to public pensions instead
of allowing total flexibility in the retirement decision. The legal retirement
age might have been used by a vast middle class as a tool for improving
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their pension benefits. The underlying idea is the following. By fixing a determined age at which workers are eligible for benefits, low-wage workers
were forced to work longer. In this way, these workers had more income,
which implies less redistribution from the richest workers to them, resulting
in larger pension benefits for the middle class.
On the other hand, if pension benefits are not sufficiently large, the disutility derived from the forced retirement in the legal retirement system could
lead a majority formed by a coalition made up of the tails of the wage
distribution (low- and high-wage workers) to prefer the flexible scheme
even with lower pension benefits – the low-wage group in order to be able
to retire earlier without penalties, and the rich group in order to retire
later.14

5. Numerical Illustrations
In this numerical example we shall illustrate the effect of the two different
retirement schemes on the financing of the pension system and on individual
welfare levels. In order to do so, we express the intertemporal
utility
func



tion (1) of individuals in the following way. Let V R∗F , w and V ReL , w be
the indirect utility functions under flexible retirement
 eretire
 ∗ and under legal
(w),
w
>
(<)V
RL , w if
ment
age,
respectively.
It
is
easy
to
check
that
V
R
F

 e 
 ∗
ν RF (w), w > (<)ν RL , w , with
δ 

 ∗

γ R∗F (w)
∗
ν RF (w), w = RF (w) w(1 − τ) −
(24)
+ τpF
δ+1
and




ν ReL , w = ReL

 δ 
γ ReL
+ τReL w̄ .
w(1 − τ) −
δ+1

(25)

Thus, to obtain the results we use the following specifications. We consider
two different distributions. In both of them, wages are distributed on w− , w+
with w− = 300 and w+ = 16000. They have the same mean wage, w̄ = 3067.79,
but different median wages: wm = 2469. 14 in the first distribution and wm =
2674.22 in the second one.15 The first columns of tables 1 and 2 describe the
contribution rates used. We consider three possibilities: τ = 0.25, τ = 0.30,
and τ = 0.35. The second, third, and fourth columns of the tables are related to
This result, a coalition made up of the tails of the income distribution, can also be seen in
Epple and Romano (1996).
15 Data from the first distribution have been obtained from an income distribution of Spain
(as an approximation of the wage distribution) estimated with the Dagum triparametric
model. Annual data in thousands of pesetas. Year 1996. The second one is a different
Dagum distribution skewed to the right.
14
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the first wage distribution. The second and third columns contain the wages of
the individuals indifferent between the two schemes (indifferent individuals
with low wage, wlo , and with high wage, whi , respectively). These individuals
have the same welfare level under the two retirement schemes. The fourth
columns display the percentage of individuals that enjoy an increased welfare
level with the system with legal retirement age. They are located between
the two previous wages. The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns contain the
same information as the three previous ones, but related to the second wage
distribution.
To complete the picture, we consider two different elasticities of the labor
force. Table 1 shows the results related to the labor force LF1 , where, for
τ = 0.25, the range of optimal retirement ages under the flexible scheme is
R∗F (w) ∈ [0.26; 0.72], and the legal retirement ages for each wage distribution
are ReL = 0.5 and ReL = 0.51 respectively.
Table 1

Indifferent Wages and In-Between Percentages for LF1
wm = 2469.14

τ = 0.25
τ = 0.30
τ = 0.35

wm = 2674.22

wlo

whi

%

wlo

whi

%

–
–
3232.1

–
–
5060.9

–
–
19.5

2985.8
2807.8
2642.6

4443.9
5265.5
6194.0

26.4
37.8
47.5

Table 2 contains the results for a more inelastic labor force, LF2 . In that
case, the range of optimal retirement ages under flexibility is less dispersed,
R∗F (w) ∈ [0.45; 0.53] for τ = 0.25, and now the legal retirement age for both
wage distributions is ReL = 0.5.16,17
We shall start with the analysis of table 1. The results illustrate the main intuitions suggested in the previous sections. For the first wage distribution, we
obtain that a flexible-retirement pension system would always be preferred
by the majority of the population. For τ = 0.25 and τ = 0.30 we observe that
the whole population would be in favor of a change from a legal retirement
age to a flexible retirement system. This implies that this change would lead
The different labor-force elasticities are generated considering δ = 4 for LF1 and δ = 24
for LF2 . On the other hand, each δ is related to a different γ in order to get the same ReL
for τ = 0.25.
17 ξ(w, δ) has the following values for each wage distribution. For LF1 : ξ(w, 4) = 24201.77
for the first Dagum distribution, and ξ(w, 4) = 23500.3 for the second one. For LF2 :
ξ(w, 24) = 4321.07 for the first distribution, and ξ(w, 24) = 4303.35 for the second one.
16
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Table 2

Indifferent Wages and In-Between Percentages for LF2
wm = 2469.14

τ = 0.25
τ = 0.30
τ = 0.35

wm = 2674.22

wlo

whi

%

wlo

whi

%

–
3374.8
2995.0

–
4207.6
5355.6

–
10.7
25.8

2891.0
2733.6
2578.0

4563.2
5386.1
6337.9

30.6
41.3
50.8

to larger pension benefits. However, for τ = 0.35, although the flexible system would still be supported by a majority of the population, it would be
financially undesirable. This can be deduced from the existence of a percentage of people preferring the system with a legal retirement age. Workers with
wages comprised between w = 3232.1 and w = 5060.9 (constituting 19.5% of
the population) would be better off with a pension system with legal retirement age. As the theory states, this only happens when the pension benefits
associated with the legal retirement age are larger than those of the flexible
system, and this only occurs when the financing of the pension system is
larger with a legal retirement age.
The importance of the wage distribution is highlighted when we compare
the results obtained with those of the second distribution. In this case the
main objective of the reform, to improve the financing of the system, is
never achieved. Pension benefits are always larger with the legal retirement
age, regardless of the contribution rate. This is because the higher median
wage, wm = 2674. 22, implies a higher legal retirement age, resulting in larger
pension benefits. In spite of that, in all cases the reform would be supported
by the majority of the population. Notice that the percentage of people
preferring the legal-retirement-age system is always lower than 50% for the
three contribution rates. Also notice that for τ = 0.35 we have wlo < wm , which
implies that a coalition of the low- and high-wage individuals is needed to
support a pension scheme with flexible retirement.
We shall now turn to table 2. The comparison of the results with the
previous ones documents the importance of the elasticity of the labor force.
The negative effect of the more inelastic labor force LF2 on the financing of
the flexible scheme and therefore on the pension benefits means that all the
percentages of individuals preferring a pension system with a legal retirement
age grow with respect to those related to the more elastic labor force LF1 .
Now, only for τ = 0.25 in the first wage distribution is the financing of the
system still improved with the flexible scheme. Moreover, we can observe
how for τ = 0.35 in the second wage distribution a majority of the population,
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those workers with wages comprised between w = 2578 and w = 6337.9,
would be in favor of a legal retirement age.

6. Conclusions
This paper has studied the importance of retirement rules for the financing
of the pension system and for the welfare levels of individuals by comparing
two polar cases, total flexibility in the retirement decision versus a system
with a legal (mandatory) retirement age.
We have shown that in the flexible system individuals retire earlier than
their preferred legal retirement ages. This result suggests that eliminating the
standard age at which pension benefits are available and imposing a flexible
system might have a hidden risk. The legal retirement age divides the population into working people and retired people, and this may be a reference
point for most individuals. It may be easier for them to comprehend the
indirect macro effects related to this age (apart from the direct effects on
their own working periods) – for instance, to perceive the positive effects on
the financing of the pension system from a delay in the legal retirement age.
They may easily see that the improvement is derived from a reduction in
the number of retirees and an increase in the number of workers. However,
if we shift to a flexible system, when individuals decide on their retirement
ages they will not consider that their single decisions affect the financing of
the pension system (which is in fact plausible). And this misperception may
lead them to retire earlier than the existing legal retirement age.
Thus, for that flexible system to succeed, the legal retirement age should
considerably limit the current retirement ages of a large percentage of the
population, mainly those of high-wage workers. We have shown that this
will crucially depend on the elasticity of the labor force and on the wage
distribution.
Finally, in most of the pension systems observed in reality there are both
a minimum and a maximum retirement age. Within these two limits, individuals decide freely when to retire. Our result provides a rationale for the
existence of this minimum retirement age. The role of the minimum retirement age is to force some individuals to retire later than they would do
otherwise. On the other hand, letting people choose when to retire above
this age makes the system more flexible than a pure mandatory retirement
scheme and thus may attract larger political support.

7. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 3
Since SF  SL , there exists a wage level ŵ such that R∗F (ŵ) = ReL . Given that
SF  SL implies that pF  ReL w̄, then ν(R∗F (ŵ), ŵ)  ν(ReL , ŵ).
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Now, we obtain the first derivative of (25) and the first and second derivatives of (24) with respect to the wage, and we get


∂ν ReL , w 
= ReL (1 − τ)
(A1) ,
(26)


∂w
w=ŵ


∂ν R∗F (w), w 
= R∗F (w)(1 − τ)
(A2) ,
(27)


∂w
w=ŵ


δ+1
∂ 2 ν R∗F (w), w 
(1 − τ) δ 1−δ
=
w δ >0
(A3) .
(28)

1

∂w2
δγ δ
w=ŵ




The strictconvexityof (24)
guarantees
that ν R∗F (w),w > ν ReL , w , and



therefore, V R∗F (w), w > V ReL , w for any w ∈ w− , w+ .
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All over the world, recent legislative reforms share the goal of increasing fiscal autonomy of lower tiers of governments. The aim of this policy is to reduce vertical fiscal
imbalance (VFI) and enhance the efficiency in the provision of public services, via increased accountability of local politicians. The purpose of this paper is to assess whether
inefficiency of local governments is really affected by the degree of VFI, relying on
a sample of Italian municipalities to study the determinants of spending performance.
Consistently with modern fiscal federalism theories, our results show that more fiscally
autonomous municipalities exhibit less inefficient behavior, thus supporting the waves
of reforms towards the devolution of taxing power to lower government tiers.
Keywords: municipalities, decentralization, fiscal autonomy, electoral accountability,
spending inefficiency
JEL classification: D 78, H 71, H 72, R 51

1. Introduction
In Italy, as in other countries around the world, recent legislative reforms
share the goal of increasing the fiscal autonomy of lower tiers of govern-
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ments, from regions to municipalities.1 Enhancing tax decentralization implies a better alignment between spending and funding responsibilities and,
as remarked by several economists, a potential improvement of the efficiency
(as well as of the effectiveness) of public services provided to citizens. The
mechanism to explain these improvements in public-spending efficiency and
voter welfare – suggested by the modern theoretical literature on fiscal federalism – highlights the importance of increasing electoral accountability of
incumbent local politicians, by forcing them to collect autonomously a substantial part of tax revenues used to finance their expenditures (e.g., Oates,
2005; Weingast, 2009).
This normative prescription is at the heart of the so-called second-generation theory (SGT), as opposed to the first-generation theory (FGT), of fiscal federalism. More precisely, FGT looks at government agencies as entities
managed by welfare-maximizing politicians and analyzes the desirability of
decentralization in the light of a sort of trade-off between, on the one hand,
the efficiency of a decentralized provision of local public goods in the presence of differentiated preferences and, on the other hand, the inefficiencies
from not internalizing possible scale economies and spillovers across jurisdictions (e.g., Oates, 1972, 1999). However, the types of inefficiencies on which
FGT concentrates are not those that typically make newspaper headlines,
such as mismanagement of public resources and real cases of corruption. To
understand the dissipation of public monies one needs to recognize: first,
that politicians do not typically act to maximize social welfare, but their own
interest; second, that their effort in pursuing public goals cannot be directly
observed by voters; third, that political institutions affect the heterogeneity
of politicians. These are the arguments at the core of SGT, which focuses
on a different trade-off from that in FGT. In particular, the centralizationversus-decentralization argument is based on the comparison between the
benefits from greater coordination of policies under centralization (which
favors the internalization of scale economies and spillovers) and the higher
degree of electoral accountability of local politicians obtainable through fiscal decentralization (e.g., Besley, 2006).
Hence, from a normative point of view, decentralization should be pursued
not only when there are differences in tastes for local services, but also as an
effective tool to achieve better control by voters of politicians’ performance.
To this end, Oates (2005) suggests implementing a reliable and effective
1

For Italy, see the framework law 42/2009 on fiscal federalism, now partially implemented
through the legislative decrees 23/2011 (relative to municipalities) and 68/2011 (relative
to regions). An overview of the evolution of taxing power of subcentral governments
in 30 OECD countries over the years 1995–2005 is provided in Blöchliger and Rabesona (2009), and Stegarescu (2005) investigates the long-run trend in the degree of taxrevenue decentralization for 23 OECD countries between 1965 and 2001.
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system of local taxation, such as a property tax, because of the incentives
this type of tax provides to local governments toward the provision of public
goods that maximize citizens’ property values and – in turn – their revenues
(e.g., Tiebout, 1956; Glaeser, 1996). As Weingast (2009) puts it, “subnational
governments that raise a substantial portion of their own revenue – i.e., with
a low degree of Vertical Fiscal Imbalance – tend to be more accountable
toward the citizens, to provide market-enhancing public goods, and to be
less corrupt.”
Is tax decentralization really effective in ensuring better performance of
local governments, in particular in terms of spending efficiency? Empirical
studies on incentive effects stemming from local taxation – starting with the
seminal paper by Oates (1985) – are mostly focused on how decentralization
affects government size, implicitly assuming that large spending is inefficient
(e.g., Jin and Zou, 2002; Rodden, 2003; Fiva, 2006; Borge and Rattsø, 2008;
Eyraud and Lusinyan, 2011). A scant number of works have attempted to
directly assess efficient spending by estimating production and cost frontiers
(Coelli et al., 2005), which allows one to separate productive inefficiencies
from structural expenditure and then to investigate the determinants of local
governments’ estimated inefficiency, exploring the role of different types of
variables (socio-economic and political characteristics, spatial location, etc.).
However, even in this literature, it is only in a very few cases that the determinants of spending inefficiency considered in the empirical analyses can be
related to factors that SGT deems to be important in order to generate the
right incentives for higher accountability. In particular, one should notice the
ambiguous effects estimated for local taxes: though an inverse relationship
between higher local tax rates and the inefficiency of municipalities emerges
in De Borger et al. (1994), De Borger and Kerstens (1996), and Vanden
Eeckaut et al. (1993), the recent study by Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) points
to a positive effect of greater per capita tax revenues on inefficient spending.
SGT suggests the importance of vertical fiscal imbalance (VFI), not of local
taxes per se; but none of the studies on the efficiency of local governments
has ever analyzed the role of VFI.
The goal of this paper is to analyze the role of VFI as a determinant of
spending efficiency. To do so, we rely on a cross section of Italian municipalities, filling another gap in the strand of literature on spending efficiency of
local governments, which has never considered Italy so far. To assess local
spending efficiency, we exploit both parametric and nonparametric frontier
estimation techniques (SFA and DEA, respectively). Following the existing
empirical literature (e.g., De Borger and Kerstens, 1996; Prieto and Zofio,
2001; Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007; Giménez and Prior, 2007), we selected output indicators that are proxies for the level of services provided by local
governments with respect to their most fundamental functions, identified in
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terms of both their incidence on municipal budgets and their relevance for
the citizens: general administration, waste management, education, elderly
care, road maintenance, and local mobility. Inputs of local governments’ activities are represented by the corresponding costs as accounted in municipal
budgets, by disaggregating current expenditure according to these specific
items. This represents an additional improvement over previous literature,
which has so far relied on a crude measure of current spending considered
as a whole. After defining the efficient spending frontier, the impact of fiscal
autonomy is assessed, considering the ratio of municipal own taxes to total
current revenues, which represents a measure of VFI and – more importantly – the best proxy for the electoral accountability of local politicians. We
also augment our empirical model by considering the potential incentives
to higher efficiency stemming from fiscal restraints imposed by the central
government on the largest municipalities (the so-called Domestic Stability
Pact). Finally, we test the robustness of our findings, considering also the role
played by other potential drivers of local governments’ performance, which
embrace a variety of spatial, political, and organizational variables. Our main
result is that VFI does matter in reducing spending inefficiency.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, after discussing some institutional characteristics of Italian municipalities, we present
our data and we define the variables and the empirical strategy. The results
showing the effects of fiscal autonomy and of other variables affecting spending inefficiency are presented in section 3. Section 4 provides concluding
remarks.

2. Assessing the Spending Inefficiency of Italian Municipalities
2.1. Institutional Features of Italian Municipalities

Italian public administration is characterized by different layers of governments below the central level: regions, metropolitan areas, provinces, and
municipalities. The Republican Constitution – implemented in 1948 and
amended in 2001 – assigns different tasks to these different local governments. In particular, excluding metropolitan areas (which are basically a selection of the biggest cities in various regions), municipalities are in charge
of a wide array of services: from administrative services provided directly
to citizens (including, for instance, the registry office) to local police, and
from local mobility to waste management and social services (like childcare
or care for the elderly). Funding for municipalities also includes a number
of different sources of revenue, from own taxes and fees and charges for
specific services to grants received from regional and central governments.
According to aggregate data at the national level, about 2/3 of municipal
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expenditure is funded with autonomous revenues, while the remaining 1/3 is
received as a transfer from upper-level governments.2
As for tax revenues, the most important source of fiscal autonomy is represented by the local property tax, the so-called Imposta Comunale sugli
Immobili (ICI), which brings in almost 1/4 of total municipal revenues. It
applies to both domestic and business properties, according to a set of rules
defined at the national level. Local governments can however freely set both
the tax rate, in a range between 0.4% and 0.7%, and – to a certain degree
– total or partial exemptions for specific types of property. Two other important local taxes are a surcharge on the personal income tax (Addizionale
Comunale IRPEF) and the specific tax for waste collection and management
(TARSU). As for the first, which represents more than 10% of total revenues
at the national level, municipalities can only modify – within a limited extent
– the tax rate. As for the second – which is slowly being changed from a tax
to a tariff for the service provided – it is computed relying on a vague proxy
of waste production (viz., the size of the dwelling), and municipalities can
freely decide both rates and exemptions; nationally, it represents almost 10%
of total revenues for municipalities. The distribution of the taxable basis is of
course very different across municipalities, especially for the local property
tax and the surcharge on the personal income tax.
Differences among municipalities arise also in administrative and political
rules, according to the size of the town as measured by total population. For
instance, the size of the municipal council varies between 12 members (for
municipalities below 3000 inhabitants) to 50–60 members (for municipalities
above 500,000 inhabitants). The remuneration of the mayor and of council
members increases with population size too. The monthly gross salary of
the mayor ranges between 1291 and 7798 euros; for council members it is
computed as a percentage of the mayor’s: it is 15% for small municipalities,
and increases up to 75% for the largest ones. Electoral rules are also different, with a threshold fixed at 15,000 inhabitants: below this limit there is
a single round of voting, while above the threshold voting is according to
the runoff plurality rule. Term limits for the mayor are however the same,
and no more than two consecutive terms of five years each are allowed at
present. A threshold operates also for the possibility to create neighborhood
councils within the city: these are sublevels of local governments with independent budgets and are allowed for municipalities with more than 30,000
inhabitants. Finally, as local governments’ budgets are consolidated in the
Italian budget of the public administration and contribute to defining the national deficit – which is relevant for the fiscal rules defined in the European
2

It is worth highlighting that the situation is very much differentiated across the country.
Indeed, northern municipalities are funded to the extent of about 3/4 from autonomous
revenues, while for southern municipalities the corresponding figure is only around 1/4 .
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Stability and Growth Pact3 – Italy has implemented a so-called Domestic
Stability Pact (DSP) since 1999. The fiscal rules for municipalities and other
subnational governments have often been varied by the central government,
which imposed restraints alternatively on expenditure growth or on deficit
size. The scope of the law spans all levels of the decentralized administrative structure: regions, provinces, and municipalities. However, starting from
2001, the municipalities with less than 5000 inhabitants were excluded from
the DSP.4
Besides tax structure, political rules, and fiscal restraints, a last important
dimension along which the municipalities appear to be different concerns
the managerial model adopted for providing a local service of particular
relevance, namely waste collection and disposal.5 The observed alternatives
range from direct production within the municipality (i.e., the so-called inhouse provision), to the assignment of the function to a specific firm (publicly
or privately owned), up to the creation of a cooperative aggregating two or
more municipalities in the management of the service.6
2.2. Data and Variables

The sample we use in our empirical analysis is composed of 262 municipalities, all belonging to the province of Turin. The province of Turin represents an interesting case study within the Italian landscape, because it is the
province with the highest number of local governments (315), thus ensuring
great variability in the data. This variability is confirmed not only by looking
at population size (included are Moncenisio, with 48 inhabitants, as well as
Moncalieri, with 55,000 inhabitants, besides Turin – the chief regional town of
the Piedmont – with over 900,000 residents), but also in terms of topography
(more than 10% of municipalities are located above 1000 meters in altiThe Stability and Growth Pact, first introduced in 1997 and revised in 2005, is an agreement among EMU member states aimed at mantaining and enforcing fiscal discipline in
the EMU. For more details, see Brunila et al. (2001).
4 For a discussion of strengths and weaknesses of Italian DSP fiscal rules, refer to Giuriato
and Gastaldi (2009). A critical analysis of the main European experience is provided in
Ambrosanio and Bordignon (2009).
5 In principle, the differences among municipalities in management form involve also education and social services, like those provided by nursing homes and child-care centers.
However, differently from waste management, spending for education and social services
included in the municipal budget only represents direct transfers to the citizens to subsidize the access to these services; operating costs are not included.
6 As for the environmental services, one should recognize the importance of the national
law D.Lgs. 05/02/1997 (the so-called Decreto Ronchi), which assigns different competencies to central state, regions, provinces, and municipalities in this field. In particular, it establishes the power of municipalities to determine the management form for waste collection and disposal.
3
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tude), the management of public services, and political and socioeconomic
characteristics.
To some extent, however, this huge heterogeneity across units may introduce potential biases in our study, especially in view of the presence of
some municipalities that produce the analyzed services within particular geographical contexts and are subject to a different voting mechanism for the
election of the mayor and the municipal council. Therefore, we have decided
to exclude from the sample – besides Turin, one of the Metropolitan Areas
recognized by the Constitution – all the towns over 15,000 inhabitants, as
they are hard to compare with smaller municipalities along two relevant dimensions: with regard to spending, for these largest municipalities the share
absorbed by the four sectors considered in our analysis represents much
less than 80% of total current expenditure (see the discussion below), given
the higher incidence of the remaining functions (e.g., local police, cultural
and sport services, economic development); moreover, they are subject to
a runoff voting mechanism, which is likely to significantly influence political
outcomes and subsequent policy choices (e.g., Osborne and Slivinsky, 1996;
Bordignon and Tabellini, 2009). We also excluded municipalities located
above 900 meters in altitude, as they show remarkably higher expenditure
levels than other municipalities of the province (on average, 1800 euros
against 560 euros per capita): this may be due to the fact that provision of
services is strongly affected by both the topography of the territory and the
heavy tourist inflows, which clearly influence the peak demand for services
such as waste management and local mobility.7
The data have been provided by different public institutions and refer
to the year 2005 (the last period for which all the relevant information is
available). Expenditures and revenues come from the budgets of Italian
municipalities published by the Ministry of Domestic Affairs (the so-called
Certificati Consuntivi). Other important data – related to output indicators
and explicative variables for spending inefficiency – have been obtained from
statistical services of Regione Piemonte and Provincia di Torino.
2.2.1. Input and Output Indicators

The definition of input and output variables is strongly influenced by the
Italian institutional framework discussed above. More precisely, we select
the spending items and related output measures by looking at the most
important competencies, in terms of both their effects on the municipal
budgets and the relevance of the provided services for the citizens.
7

Dividing the municipalities according to their altitude, one can observe that just starting from 900 meters they show levels of average current spending beyond 1000 euros per
capita.
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Table 1

Macro Functions of Municipal Current Expenditure in the Province of Turin
CATEGORY OF PROVIDED SERVICES

AVERAGE SHARE

General administration
Territorial and environmental management
Educational services
Social services
Road maintenance and local mobility
Local police
Cultural services
Sports and entertainment
Economic development
Tourism

38.6%
21.9%
12.5%
9.4%
7.5%
4.7%
2.4%
0.8%
1.4%
0.4%

Support to productive activities
Justice

0.3%
0.1%

In Italy, municipal current expenditure is classified into 12 macro functions. More than 90% of current expenditure in our sample is represented by
five of these functions (see table 1): “General administration” (39%); “Environmental management” (22%); “Educational services” (13%); “Social
services” (including child care and elderly care, 9%); “Road maintenance
and local mobility” (8%). Clearly, the share of each function in local current
spending varies according to municipality size: for instance, moving from
the smallest municipalities (0–500 inhabitants) to the biggest ones (between
10,000 and 15,000 inhabitants), the weight of “General administration” decreases from 54% to 31%, while the shares of “Educational services” and
“Social services” increase from 6% and 5% to 13% and 12%, respectively.
We use current expenditure of municipalities for each of these items as an
aggregate input indicator, given by the sum of the corresponding budget
values.
For the categories “General administration,” “Educational services,” and
“Road maintenance and local mobility,” we consider the total expenditure
as registered in the municipal budget. In order to strengthen the connection
between spending and the selected output indicators, for the categories “Social services” and “Environmental management,” we just retain a fraction
of the whole expenditure devoted to these functions: spending for “Environmental management” only includes the subitem “Waste collection and
disposal,” which represents an important share of the total expenditure related to this task (60–70%); similarly, related to total spending for “Social
services,” we consider only the component specifically devoted to public
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welfare and elderly care. Our final input indicator (EXP) represents, on
average, 86% of total current expenditure, with very little variation across
demographical classes of municipalities. Notice that this selection procedure
represents a significant improvement over previous literature on local governments’ efficiency, which has so far relied on the crude measure of total
current expenditure considered as a whole.
As remarked by Fox (2001), output measurement of government departments is rather difficult and is often a source of controversy. Often, mainly
due to data limitations, one has to select proxies for the provision of services
(like demand indicators) instead of direct output measures. Moreover, the
quality of public services represents another source of concern, since it can
vary across municipalities and lead to different expenditure levels for the
same output quantities. Here we closely follow the available literature (in
particular, De Borger and Kerstens, 1996, and Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007)
and define the four output indicators that are more directly linked with our
selected spending categories: (1) the total served population as a proxy for
“General administration” services; (2) the total amount of garbage collected
for “Waste collection and disposal”; (3) the total number of people in need
of care (i.e., those under 14 years old – enrolled in nursery, primary, and
secondary schools – and those over 75 years old) for “Educational services”
and “Social services”; (4) the total length of municipal roads for “Road
maintenance and local mobility.”
Although the publicly available information does not go much beyond
these data and our output measures strictly mirror the indicators used in
previous analyses of local governments’ efficiency in Europe, we are nevertheless aware that most of these variables are very loose proxies of real
outputs produced by municipalities. Indeed, with the exception of the amount
of garbage collected (WASTE), which can be viewed as a direct output of the
expenditure in waste management, the indicators listed above reflect citizens’
needs more than the quantities of services actually provided. This suggests
caution in interpreting results from the estimation of spending inefficiency
(not only for this paper), which properly has to be read as a relative measure of excess spending for given citizens’ needs. In particular, as De Borger
and Kerstens (1996) and Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) point out, the size of
the population (POP) is usually assumed to proxy for the needs for various
administrative services supplied by municipalities (management of registers
and release of certificates for births, marriages, and deaths, etc.). The number
of people under 14 years old and over 75 years old represents a consistent
fraction of the needy, and the indicator (DEPEND) is reasonably correlated
with the demand for educational and elderly care services. Finally, the total
length of municipal roads (ROAD) is aimed at proxying for the needs associated with the ordinary management of the existing road infrastructures
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(surface maintenance, public street lighting, local public transport arrangements, etc.).
We also recognize that output quality is a crucial issue when trying to
assess local governments’ performance. For the same level of output, municipalities may differ in the quality of the services provided – e.g., certificates
may be obtained online, be issued in one day, or take several weeks; waste
collection may be weekly or biweekly, etc. – and ignoring this aspect could
cause greater spending due to higher quality to be mistakenly identified as
greater inefficiency. However, with regard to outputs, measuring the quality
of public services is a long-standing problem in local public finance, not only
because of the lack of relevant data, but also with respect to the definition of
quality. So far, only Balaguer-Coll et al. (2007) have considered a direct indicator built from a survey on citizens’ perceptions of the quality of services
provided. However, despite representing a clear improvement, these subjective measures could bias results as well, because perceptions are affected for
instance by different frameworks or by previous experiences. Although similar data are currently unavailable for Italian municipalities, one may recur
also in this case to a proxy of the demand for quality. From this point of view,
it is well known that richer communities demand higher service quality (e.g.,
Bergstrom and Goodman, 1973; Reiter and Weichenrieder, 1997). We then
exploit information on average municipal income and include the variable
(INCOME) as a control for the (demand of) quality of the public output
in our spending frontier model. Notice that taking into account differences
in local communities’ income – besides controlling for different kinds of
services and efficient levels of public expenditures, for given citizens’ needs
– also allows us to consider other potentially relevant issues for efficiency,
such as the heterogeneity in tax bases and different incentives to monitor
municipal expenditures (De Borger et al., 1994; De Borger and Kerstens,
1996), which in turn should ensure a more precise assessment of the effects
of fiscal autonomy and other determinants of spending efficiency.8
Table 2 shows the summary statistics for input and output indicators used
in the empirical analysis. In addition to the aggregate value of spending
input (EXP), also spending for each category is reported separately; these
disaggregated values (EXPGA, EXPWM, EXPEE, EXPRM) will be used in
a preliminary step of the empirical analysis in which we explore the influence
of different types of variables (output proxies and inefficiency determinants)
on the expenditure for each function. Then, in a second stage, a global
approach is adopted in order to evaluate jointly the spending performance
of all sectors.
8

We thank the editor and an anonymous referee for having raised all these critical aspects
and suggested the inclusion of muncipal income in the model specification.
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Table 2

Summary Statistics for Input and Output Indicators of SFA and DEA Spending Models
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

NAME

Mean

Std.
Dev.

Min

Max

INPUTS
Current expenditure (103 euros)
a) general administration
b) waste management
c) education and elderly care
d) road maintenance and local mobility

EXP
EXPGA
EXPWM
EXPEE
EXPRM

1297
604
278
296
119

1284
509
348
356
106

95
88
11
5
7

6743
2672
2189
1927
595

102
486
16

13,835
76,107
2449

3

240

OUTPUTS
Population (no. of served inhabitants)
Total amount of waste collected (quintals)
Total number of pupils and old people
(pupils enrolled in nursery, primary, and
secondary school + over-75 inhabitants)
Total length of municipal roads (km)

POP
WASTE
DEPEND

ROAD

CONTROL VARIABLES
Municipal income per capita (103 euros)
Dummy for less than 1000 inhabitants
Dummy for more than 10,000 inhabitants

INCOME
POP-1000
POP-10,000

Dummy for altitude over 600 meters

OVER-600

2657 2826
12,117 13,914
466
488

33

18.39
0.35
0.04
0.17

28

1.48
0.48
0.19
0.37

13.90
0
0
0

26.40
1
1
1

It is worth noticing that our sample does not show any variability in input prices at which the municipalities buy their inputs. Indeed, there is no
wage flexibility, as salary scales and allowances of municipal personnel are
completely fixed. Moreover, since we are considering only the province of
Turin, all municipalities have access to the same capital market, and obtain most of their funds from the same specialized financial institutions at
the same interest rate. Thus, the hypothesis of identical input prices across
municipalities is quite plausible.9 Consequently, throughout the analysis we
focus on the measurement of overall cost or spending inefficiency (with the
meaning explained above), as it is more closely related to the nature of
our data than pure technical inefficiency (which would require information
on input prices in order to disentangle the allocative component of excess
cost).

9

About this issue, see also the discussion in De Borger and Kerstens (1996).
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2.2.2. Fiscal Autonomy and Other Determinants of Spending Inefficiency

The study focuses on the effects of tax decentralization and other explicative factors for estimated spending inefficiency, by relying on both the SFA
and DEA methodologies discussed in section 2.3. Besides a measure of
fiscal autonomy – the key issue of our analysis – the other aspects considered among the potential determinants of local governments’ performance
embrace a variety of fiscal, spatial, political, and organizational variables.
Summary statistics are presented in table 3.
(a) Fiscal Indicators:
Similarly to other countries, Italian municipalities rely on three main sources
of revenues: local taxes, fees and charges for specific services, and grants from
upper-level governments. As a measure of fiscal autonomy, we adopt the tax
decentralization indicator proposed for the first time by Akai and Sakata
(2002), defined as the share of own taxes10 (ICI + Addizionale Comunale
IRPEF + TARSU) in local governments’ total revenues.11 As remarked by
the authors, this indicator (FISCAUT) reflects how much public spending of
lower-tier governments is maintained on the basis of tax revenues collected
at the local level. It is thus a measure of VFI particularly suitable for testing the theoretical prediction that effective electoral accountability of local
politicians – here interpreted as lower excess spending for given citizens’
needs – can be obtained by increasing their responsibilities in funding. It is
worth highlighting that the inclusion of the average municipal income among
the variables defining the efficient frontier allows a better identification of
the effects associated to the use of own fiscal tools, since we are able to control (at least to some extent) for the different tax bases available to different
local communities.12

See the discussion in section 2.1.
This measure of tax autonomy has been subsequently adopted in the studies on fiscal
decentralization in OECD countries by Stegarescu (2005) and Baskaran (2010), among
others.
12 Indeed, the ICI and TARSU tax bases (the property value and the dwelling size, respectively) are strongly correlated with citizens’ income level, while in the case of Addizionale Comunale IRPEF the tax base just coincides with citizens’ income. Nevertheless, we are also aware that the use of the FISCAUT indicator may lead to an endogeneity
problem, as the degree of fiscal autonomy is affected by local tax rates, and the way these
are set is likely to depend in part on the ability of municipalities to manage their expenditures efficiently. However, this problem is hard to solve with the available information,
which does not allow defining other proxies of fiscal autonomy strictly exogenous with respect to spending performance. Thus, we decided to rely on this measure, while recommending caution in interpreting the estimated impact of tax decentralization on spending
efficiency in terms of a pure causal relationship.
10
11
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Table 3

Summary Statistics for the Determinants of Spending Inefficiency
VARIABLE
DESCRIPTION

NAME

Mean Median

Std.
Min Max %
Dev.

FISCAL INDICATORS
Fiscal autonomy (% of revenues from
local taxes on total current revenues)

FISCAUT

Local tax revenues per capita
High taxes (municipalities with local tax
revenues per capita over the median)

HTAX

Fees and charges per capita
High extra taxes (municipalities with fees
and charges per capita over the median)

HEXTRA

Grants per capita

32

31

10

13

69

154

150

34

77

448

–

–

–

0

146

116

109

31

–

–

–

0

219

203

100

14

–

1 50
904
1 50
696

High grants (municipalities with grants
per capita over the median)

HGRANT

–

–

–

0

1 50

Domestic Stability Pact (municipalities
subject to the DSP fiscal rule)

PACT

–

–

–

0

1 15

KMTO

37.09

36.50

13.78

8

DENS

2.04

1.35

Electoral mandate (number of years since
YGOV
election for the governing coalition in 2005)

1.40

1

SPATIAL INDICATORS
Distance of the municipality from Turin
2

Population density (inhabitants per km )

72

–

2.11 0.06 15.80 –

POLITICAL INDICATORS
1.03

0

4

–

Governing coalition with a civic list

CIVIC

–

–

–

0

1 56

Center–left-wing governing coalition

LEFT

–

–

–

0

1 23

Mayor’s gender (municipalities with a male
mayor)

MAYORSEX

–

–

–

0

1 83

Mayor’s age (age of the mayor in 2005)

MAYORAGE

53

54

11

25

Public management

PUBLIC

–

–

–

0

1 77

Public management by a firm

PUBLIC × FIRM

–

–

–

0

1 33

Public management by a cooperative firm

PUBLIC ×
FIRM × COOP

–

–

–

0

1 27

79

–

WASTE MANAGEMENT INDICATORS

To fully understand the role played by the accountability of local politicians, we introduce other fiscal indicators in the analysis. First, we decompose
per capita current revenues into their three main sources – own taxes, fees
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and charges, and grants – and for each category we identify the municipalities
with a per capita level exceeding the median, for which the dummies HTAX,
HEXTRA, and HGRANT are equal to 1. Then, we interact the three dummies with the variable FISCAUT, hence controlling for the possible presence
of opportunistic behavior due to excessive availability of resources in the
richest communities (distinguishing by type of revenue, as in Balaguer-Coll
et al., 2007), which could loosen the improvements of electoral accountability
potentially obtainable by the reduction in VFI. The tightness of the budget
constraint and its influence on the accountability of local politicians is further investigated through the dummy variable PACT, which distinguishes
local governments subject to the DSP (see section 2.1) from the municipalities (with less than 5,000 inhabitants) that – starting from 2001 – have been
excluded from the application of this fiscal discipline rule.13
(b) Spatial Indicators:
The importance of the spatial dimension in determining the spending performance of decentralized governments has been highlighted by the strand of
fiscal federalism literature that relies on the spillover approach for explaining the presence of possible interactions among expenditure decisions of
neighboring jurisdictions (e.g., Revelli, 2003; Baicker, 2005; Ermini and Santolini, 2010). According to these studies, the benefits or possible detrimental
effects of public expenditure (concerning social services, local mobility and
road maintenance, environmental management, etc.) spread across the administrative boundaries of a jurisdiction, and the spending decisions of each
community will possibly depend, besides its own characteristics, also on policies chosen elsewhere. The specific nature of the spillover – which can results
in a positive or a negative impact on expenditure levels – depends on the
relationship of complementarity or substitutability among local public services provided by the neighboring jurisdictions. Considering our context (all
communities belonging to the province of Turin), it is reasonable to assume
that those closer to Turin may be affected by both positive and negative
spillovers of public-good provision there, and can free-ride on certain services (e.g., educational and elderly services, waste disposal) and spend more
for others (e.g., road maintenance). To take into account the potential role
played by these effects, we follow some previous studies on cost efficiency
of local governments (e.g., Lokkainen and Susiluoto, 2004; Afonso and Fernandes, 2005) and include a variable for the distance of each municipality
from Turin (KMTO). Furthermore, we use population density in the municipal area (DENS) to control for the presence of both density economies and
congestion effects in the provision of public goods within each community.
13

See Kornai et al. (2003) for an extensive discussion of the “soft budget constraint” concept.
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(c) Political Indicators:
Some political features of municipal governments are considered as potential determinants of spending efficiency. In particular, we define the variable
YGOV, which assumes values from 0 to 4 and represents the number of
years since election for the mayor and the governing coalition, in order to
test the presence of opportunistic behavior by local politicians attributable
to the electoral budget cycle. The theoretical argument here is that incumbent politicians – in an effort to signal their competence to the voters, so
as to increase their chances to be reelected – tend to enlarge spending (inefficiently) when they are close to new elections (e.g., Rogoff and Sibert,
1988), i.e., when more years have passed since the previous election. We
also interact YGOV with the fiscal indicators PACT and FISCAUT, so as to
check for the presence of possibly relevant interplays between the impact
of an electoral mandate deadline on spending efficiency and the variables
reflecting the accountability and fiscal constraints of local politicians.
A control is also included for the political orientation of the governing
coalition, using two dummy variables that assume the value 1 if coalition
parties belong to a center–left list (LEFT) or to a so-called civic list with
no clear ideological orientation (CIVIC). We finally consider two variables
controlling for the age (MAYORAGE) and the gender (MAYORSEX) of the
mayor, looking at recent political-economy literature that stresses the roles
of more experienced and of female representatives in determining policy
preferences and spending outcomes (e.g., Edlund and Pande, 2002; Chattopadhyay and Duflo, 2004; Dal Bó and Rossi, 2008; Funk and Gathmann,
2008).
(d) Waste Management Indicators.
We also assess the effects of different management models of waste collection
and disposal that are observed in our sample. Indeed, this particular service
may be provided by the municipalities adopting several organizational forms.
The weight that waste management has recently gained in Italy for judging
the behavior of local politicians can be easily understood in the light of
yardstick competition between municipalities (e.g., Salmon, 1987; Revelli,
2006) and highlights the importance of reaching efficiency in spending for
local administrations.14 Waste collection can be managed directly by the local
government; directly by a consortium of local governments with the possibility for a municipality to be either consortium head or a simple participant;
through a specialized external firm, which can be either publicly or privately
14

Examples of the importance of waste management for the comparative evaluation of
local administrators include the recent garbage crisis and the subsequent scandals in
Naples and Palermo. See, e.g., “Naples burns as residents protest at garbage crisis,” The
Guardian, May 27, 2007.
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owned; or through a publicly owned cooperative firm involving two or more
municipalities. We summarize these six different organizational choices in
three variables. A first dummy (PUBLIC) distinguishes public ownership
from private; a second dummy (PUBLIC × FIRM) indicates that the service is provided by an external firm, conditionally on this firm having public
ownership; finally, a third dummy (PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP) represents
a cooperative organization, conditionally on being a publicly owned firm.
2.3. The Empirical Strategy

In order to make our empirical analysis more transparent and easier to
interpret, we first run simple OLS regressions for each sector separately,
by investigating whether the variations in spending for general administration (EXPGA), waste management (EXPWM), education and elderly care
(EXPEE), and road maintenance and local mobility (EXPRM) are actually
related to their output proxies (POP, WASTE, DEPEND, and ROAD, respectively) and are affected by fiscal autonomy and the other explicative factors of inefficiency discussed above. Notice that, in this explorative analysis,
we include in the model for each spending function only the corresponding
output proxy and the variable INCOME as an indirect control for output
quality, a set of dummies controlling for potential scale effects (viz., two variables measuring the effect on spending of extreme size classes: POP-1000 = 1
for the municipalities with less than 1000 inhabitants, and POP-10,000 = 1 for
those with more than 10,000 inhabitants15 ; and a variable capturing the effect
of altitude on spending: ALT-600 = 1 for the municipalities located above 600
meters)16 , and the determinants of inefficiency. As for the last mentioned, the
three dummies summarizing the different organizational choices for waste
management are included only in the cost models referring to this function
and to the general administration – as also this category of spending is likely
to be affected by the adopted schemes, especially in the case of public solutions (due to the presence of some common overhead costs) – while they are
not considered in the analysis of spending relative to the other two categories
Following the classification adopted by the Ministry of Domestic Affairs, the municipalities have been divided into seven size classes: under 500 inhabitants (13% of observations), between 500 and 1000 (22%), between 1000 and 2000 (25%), between 2000 and
3000 (9%), between 3000 and 5000 (15%), between 5000 and 10,000 (11%), and finally
over 10,000 (4%).
16 These thresholds were selected by looking at the distribution of per capita current spending of municipalities according to their population size and altitude. The municipalities
under 1000 and over 10,000 inhabitants represent the extreme sides of a ∪-shaped trend
that shows per capita spending along different dimensional classes. Moreover, the municipalities located at an altitude above 600 meters typically exhibit per capita spending levels significantly higher than the average of the sample. Interestingly, the 600-meter limit
is also considered by the Italian Law 991/1952 to define mountain municipalities.
15
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(EXPEE and EXPRM). After the sector-by-sector regressions, we proceed
with a more global approach and run an OLS regression on the aggregated
current expenditures (EXP) on the whole set of regressors (output proxies
and structural control variables, as well as inefficiency determinants), so as
to allow for potential interactions among the expenditure decisions related
to the different functions.
As a final important step, we will try to disentangle the inefficient part
of municipal spending (with the meaning clarified in section 2.2.1) from its
structural part (which is driven by citizens’ needs), and test whether such inefficiency is affected by the degree of tax autonomy and the other fiscal, spatial,
political, and organizational variables. To this end, we will exploit the standard techniques adopted in the empirical literature to assess the efficiency of
production units (firms as well as governments), which are usually classified
as parametric and nonparametric methods. In particular, we estimate here
both parametric stochastic frontiers (SFA model) and nonparametric deterministic frontiers (DEA model), since each technique presents advantages
and disadvantages, but the literature has not been able so far to establish
when one of them is strictly superior to the other (e.g., Coelli et al., 2005).
Generally, when considering parametric techniques, the functional form of
the best-practice frontier has to be defined a priori, while in the case of nonparametric techniques no functional form needs to be predetermined, and
only the basic microeconomic properties of a production set are imposed as
constraints on a linear programming problem. On the other hand, the SFA
technique allows for both inefficiencies and random variables outside the
control of the decision-maker that might affect the production performance,
while standard deterministic frontiers like DEA are able to allow only for
inefficiency, ruling out the role of stochastic disturbances. Given these pros
and cons, it is important to check the robustness of our results, by using both
approaches to investigate municipal spending inefficiency and the specific
role played by tax autonomy.
More precisely, within the SFA approach, we focus here on the cost function representation of a given production technology for municipal services.
For the ith observation, the cost function C(qi , wi ; β) defines a lower bound
for spending, Ci , necessary to provide output levels qi at given input prices wi .
The vector β is the set of technological (or structural) parameters to be estimated. Stochastic parametric frontiers are based on the specification of
a composed error term (εi ) that allows one to disentangle spending inefficiency from stochastic disturbances: a symmetric component (vi ) captures the
usual random noise, while a one-sided (positive) error term (ui ) is introduced
to measure cost inefficiency. When a Cobb–Douglas technology with no variability in input prices wi is assumed (see De Borger and Kerstens, 1996, and
the discussion at the end of section 2.2.1), the resulting SFA spending (or
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cost) model – expressed in a logarithmic form – is


ln Ci = β0 +
βm ln qmi +
δk ln dki + εi
m

with εi = vi + ui ,

(1)

k

where C represents current municipal spending in the selected functions
(EXP), qm are the corresponding output indicators (POP, WASTE, DEPEND, ROAD), and dk are other structural variables controlling for the
quality of public output (INCOME) and the presence of potential scale effects due to population size (POP-1000 and POP-10,000) and geographical
altitude (ALT-600). To estimate the SFA model (1), we rely on the maximumlikelihood technique proposed by Battese and Coelli (1995, called SFA-BC95
from now on), and assume the one-sided inefficiency term to be distributed
as a truncated normal: ui ∼ N + (η Z, σu2 ). This specification allows the mean
of spending inefficiency to be affected – through the vector of coefficients η
to be estimated – by a set of observable exogenous factors Z, which includes tax autonomy and the other determinants discussed above. Finally,
the symmetric random noise component vi is assumed to be distributed as
a standard N(0, σv2 ).
For the investigation of spending inefficiency within the DEA framework,
we rely instead on a standard two-stage procedure (Coelli et al., 2005).
Following De Borger and Kerstens (1996), in a first stage we compute an
inefficiency score for each municipality, by fitting a variable returns to scale
DEA model – the so-called DEA-VRS frontier, which allows us to take into
account the presence of both scale economies and scale diseconomies in the
production technology17 – with the aggregate value of spending (EXP) used
as input indicator and the proxies for the quantity (POP, WASTE, DEPEND,
ROAD) and the quality (INCOME) of the services provided used as output
indicators. Then, in the second stage, we take DEA-VRS inefficiency scores
and regress them on the same set Z of inefficiency determinants specified
in the SFA-BC95 model. The second-stage analysis relies on a tobit regression model, a censored model that allows us to make proper inference on
the factors driving the estimated inefficiency, considering that, in the DEA
framework, fully efficient municipalities show a value of 0 and no values
below 0 can be observed.18
The generalization of DEA technique to the case of variable returns to scale – which is
the most adopted approach in the literature since the early ‘90s – is due to the contribution of Banker et al. (1984). The orginal approach by Charnes et al. (1978) implicitly assumes constant returns to scale (DEA-CRS model) in the production technology.
18 Recent developments in DEA (Simar and Wilson, 2007) permit one to estimate the efficiency levels conditionally on the influence of exogenous variables Z, without assuming
different distributions for the scores in the two stages of the analysis (which represents
the main shortcoming of the standard tobit procedure). However, the implementation of
this methodology is not essential in our context, as we check the robustness of our results
by relying on both SFA and DEA to assess productive efficiency.
17
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(0.119) ∗∗∗
(0.095)
(0.060) ∗∗∗
(0.040)
(1.086)
(0.235)
(0.074)
(0.091) ∗∗
(0.083)
(0.161) ∗∗∗
–
–
–

0.72
52.19 [0.000]

0.336
1.073
0.674
0.402
0.398
0.017
0.021
−0.027
−0.035
−0.310
0.067
0.200
0.020
0.605
−0.124
−0.048
−0.225
0.022
−0.415

262

–
–
–
(0.052) ∗∗∗
(0.451) ∗∗∗
(0.105) ∗∗∗
(0.108) ∗∗∗
(0.104)
(0.200)
(0.016)
(0.016) ∗
(0.021) ∗∗
(0.094) ∗∗∗
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Dep. var. = EXP RM
basic model
extended model

Note: All variables have been transformed with natural logarithm; robust standard errors are reported in parentheses; significance level: ∗∗∗ 1%, ∗∗ 5%, ∗ 10%.

R2
F test [p-value]

No. of observations

POP
WASTE
DEPEND
ROAD
INCOME
POP-1000
POP-10,000
ALT-600
FISCAUT
FISCAUT × HTAX
FISCAUT × HEXTRA
FISCAUT × HGRANT
PACT
KMTO
DENS
YGOV
YGOV × PACT
YGOV × PACT × FISCAUT
CIVIC
LEFT
SEXMAYOR
AGEMAYOR
PUBLIC
PUBLIC × FIRM
PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP

Regressor

Preliminary Analysis of Spending Determinants: OLS Estimates for Each Sector Separately

Table 4a
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3. Results
3.1. Preliminary OLS Estimates

In table 4a we report the findings of the explorative investigation on spending
determinants carried out for each function separately, while table 4b shows
the OLS estimates for the aggregate current expenditure. The results refer
both to a basic model specification, where only tax autonomy and other
fiscal indicators are considered, and an extended model specification, which
includes also the spatial, political, and organizational variables among the
possible drivers of spending performance.
Looking at the sector-by-sector estimates, one can first notice that each
spending item is positively and significantly driven by the corresponding
output proxy, with the highest correlation observed for education and elderly
care (the effect of DEPEND on EXPEE is slightly greater than 1) and the
lowest correlation in the case of road maintenance and local mobility (βROAD
ranges between 0.29 and 0.34). This clearly provides an empirical support
to our choice of output variables in terms of proxies for citizens’ needs.
Second, the effect of output quality on expenditure turns out to be important,
as INCOME plays a major role in almost all the estimated models, with
a positive and significant effect that appears particularly large for EXPRM .
A possible explanation for this evidence is that the increase in income makes
citizens more demanding toward road maintenance, asking their mayors,
for instance, to promptly repair broken pavements or roads, and to improve
urban living areas. Population size and altitude are also important in affecting
spending. The positive and significant coefficients for the dummies POP1000, POP-10,000, and ALT-600 in most specifications (again, remarkably for
EXPRM in the extended model) points to the presence of some adverse scale
effect for the smallest and the biggest municipalities (notice, in particular,
the presence in all sectors of a statistically significant cost increase for local
governments with more than 10,000 inhabitants), as well as for the mountain
(and touristic) resorts.
Turning attention now to the influence of tax autonomy and the other
fiscal constraints, FISCAUT appears to play an important role in the provision of general administration services (EXPGA ) and care services (EXPEE ),
two categories for which the estimated coefficients show a negative and statistically significant sign: this finding supports the theoretical argument that
higher accountability of local politicians can be reached by raising their responsibilities for funding; indeed, the higher is the share of current revenues
derived from own taxes, the lower is the spending level of local government,
even if we are not yet able in this preliminary stage to attribute the decrease
observed in expenditure to a reduction of excess costs compared to citizens’
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needs (for which a frontier analysis is required; see next section).19 For the
same spending categories, given the positive sign of the coefficients associated with the interaction of FISCAUT with HTAX and HEXTRA, our
results also show that fiscal incentives due to revenue autonomy are partially
offset by spending increases when local taxes per capita, as well as fees and
charges in the case of EXPGA , are higher than the median. This evidence supports the existence of opportunistic behavior by politicians (discussed also
in Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007) when a local government can rely on a large
amount of own revenues. The external imposition of a tighter budget constraint – such as the limit on spending growth established by the DSP for
the municipalities with more than 5000 inhabitants – seems to be effective
in motivating incumbent politicians to better control their expenditures, at
least in some functions like waste management or road maintenance and
local mobility, for which the estimated coefficient of PACT is negative and
statistically significant.
When considering the extended model, results on the effects of fiscal variables are very similar to those discussed above, showing their robustness to
alternative specifications of spending functions. But this model offers other
interesting insights into the effects associated with the spatial, political, and
organizational factors. There is evidence of positive spillovers from being
closer to Turin, since we observe a decrease in spending (statistically significant only for waste management and for education and elderly care) when
the distance from Turin (KMTO) reduces. As for the effect of a higher population density (DENS), potential congestion effects seem to prevail over
density economies in the sectors of education and elderly care and of road
maintenance and local mobility, while the reverse is observed for general
administration services.
Looking at the political features of the municipalities, the variable measuring the number of years after election for the mayor and the governing
coalition (YGOV) exerts a significant influence on spending decisions only
when it is interacted with the fiscal indicators PACT and FISCAUT: this
reveals that the opportunistic behavior of incumbent politicians highlighted
by the empirical literature on the electoral budget cycle (e.g., Galli and
Rossi, 2002; Veiga and Veiga, 2007) is conditioned by the presence of fiscal
constraints imposed on the local government. More precisely, the positive
coefficient of YGOV × PACT (statistically significant for EXPGA , EXPWM ,
and EXPEE ) confirms the recent findings by Mink and De Haan (2005) and
Bartolini and Santolini (2009) of a strong electoral-budget-cycle effect for
the municipalities subject to a fiscal discipline rule: the introduction of the
19

Indeed, our evidence is consistent with the results of the empirical studies that consider
how tax decentralization affects local governments’ size, without separating inefficient
spending from its structural component (see section 1).
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DSP provides incentive for opportunistic spending by incumbents who are
closer to the end of their mandate; this could be due to forward-looking
behavior, which leads incumbents to intensify compliance to DSP in the
early years of their terms, so as to exploit higher margins for increasing the
expenditure when close to new elections. We also consider the interaction
YGOV × PACT × FISCAUT, to study the interplay between the fiscal constraints and the degree of tax autonomy in influencing the electoral budget
cycle. Interestingly, one can notice that higher revenue autonomy has the
effect of dampening the electoral budget cycle’s effect on spending observed
for the municipalities under the DSP, hence increasing the importance of
the argument for stronger accountability of local governments obtainable
through tax decentralization. The control for the political orientation of the
government points to negative and significant effects on spending for center–
left coalitions (LEFT) and for older mayors (AGEMAYOR), although these
variables seem to influence only the expenditure on road maintenance and
local mobility.
The last set of regressors included in the extended model aims at controlling for the influence of different organizational choices for waste management on the expenditures in that sector and, possibly, in general administration. The results indicate a significant effect only for the dummy
PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP: neither the public versus private ownership of
the firm nor the externalization of the service seems to matter in itself; it is
instead relevant that, besides being publicly owned and run through a firm,
garbage collection and disposal is managed cooperatively. The organizational
scheme of the publicly owned cooperative firm would then represent the most
efficient solution, in terms of reduced spending both for waste management
and for general administration. These cost savings are likely to result from
the advantage of sharing large fixed costs (typical of the consortium option)
combined with the benefit of increasing expenditure control (typical of the
external-firm option).
The estimates for aggregate current expenditure in the four selected functions (table 4b) generally confirm the main findings discussed above of
separate models for each spending category. Considering the multi-output
production function underlying this global specification of the cost model,
one can notice that population size is the most important proxy of citizens’ needs for explaining variability in current spending (βPOP is about
0.66), while WASTE, DEPEND, and ROAD play secondary roles. Moreover, constant returns to scale seem to dominate the aggregate provision
of municipal services, as the sum of estimated elasticities with respect to
the four output indicators is very close to one (it ranges between 0.92 and
0.93). Notice, however, that this result crucially depends on the fact that
61% of the municipalities in our sample do not belong to extreme size
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Table 4b

Preliminary Analysis of Spending Determinants: OLS Estimates
for the Aggregated Current Expenditure
Regressor
POP
WASTE
DEPEND
ROAD
INCOME
POP-1000
POP-10,000
ALT-600
FISCAUT
FISCAUT × HTAX
FISCAUT × HEXTRA
FISCAUT × HGRANT
PACT
KMTO
DENS
YGOV
YGOV × PACT
YGOV × PACT × FISCAUT
CIVIC
LEFT
SEXMAYOR
AGEMAYOR
PUBLIC
PUBLIC × FIRM
PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP
No. of observations
R2
F test [p-value]

Dep. var. = EXP a
basic model
extended model
0.669
0.167
0.063
0.024
0.356
0.066
0.078
0.053
−0.450
0.041
0.012
−0.006
−0.025

(0.056) ∗∗∗
(0.039) ∗∗∗
(0.032) ∗∗
(0.010) ∗∗
(0.101) ∗∗∗
(0.026) ∗∗
(0.038) ∗∗
(0.022) ∗∗
(0.042) ∗∗∗
(0.003) ∗∗∗
(0.003) ∗∗∗
(0.004)
(0.023)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.655 (0.058) ∗∗∗
0.173 (0.039) ∗∗∗
0.068 (0.033) ∗∗
0.026 (0.010) ∗∗
0.402 (0.115) ∗∗∗
0.065 (0.026) ∗∗
0.115 (0.029) ∗∗∗
0.046 (0.026) ∗
−0.429 (0.044) ∗∗∗
0.039 (0.003) ∗∗∗
0.011 (0.003) ∗∗∗
−0.005 (0.004)
−0.057 (0.031) ∗
0.004 (0.019)
−0.010 (0.012)
0.010 (0.008)
1.039 (0.281) ∗∗∗
−0.232 (0.061) ∗∗∗
−0.013 (0.017)
−0.017 (0.019)
−0.003 (0.015)
−0.026 (0.034)
−0.010 (0.015)
0.023 (0.030)
−0.049 (0.020) ∗∗
262

0.99
1845.57 [0.000]

0.99
1134.63 [0.000]

Notes: All variables have been transformed to natural logarithms; robust standard errors are reported in parentheses; significance level: ∗∗∗ 1%, ∗∗ 5%, ∗ 10%. a EXP =
EXPGA + EXPWM + EXPEE + EXPRM .

classes (under 1000 and over 10,000 inhabitants) and are located below 600
meters in altitude. Indeed, as already observed before, EXP significantly
increases for the groups of the smallest (POP-1000) and the biggest (POP10,000) municipalities, as well as for those above 600 meters (ALT-600),
thus suggesting the likely presence of scale economies/diseconomies in the
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production of municipal services, which will be discussed in more detail in
the next section, when comparing results from SFA and DEA frontier estimations. Aggregate current spending also shows a positive elasticity with
respect to the average level of municipal income (βINCOME ranges between
0.36 and 0.40), thus confirming the importance of controlling for the demand
for higher-quality services in richer communities. Looking at the effects of
fiscal indicators, the coefficient of tax autonomy (FISCAUT) has the expected negative sign – again partially offset by a relatively small increase
in spending for the municipalities with a per capita level of own revenues
(both taxes and fees and charges) higher than the sample median – and supports the argument of higher accountability of local governments induced
by the increase of their funding responsibility. When the model is extended
so as to include the spatial, political, and organizational variables, the introduction of DSP (PACT) exerts a statistically significant effect in containing
spending.20
Finally, also the link of the electoral budget cycle with fiscal constraints
and the higher efficiency of managing waste collection through a publicly
owned cooperative firm are confirmed. This analysis does not allow us, however, to understand whether the degree of fiscal autonomy affects structural
expenditure – which is related to citizens’ needs – or inefficient spending. To
do so, we move a step further and consider frontier models.
3.2. Analysis of Spending Inefficiency

Table 5 reports summary statistics for the inefficiency scores obtained with
the SFA, considering both the basic and the extended specification of the
model η Z for the mean of ui in equation (1) and the DEA-VRS models. The
average inefficiency is between 0.24 (extended model) and 0.26 (basic model)
for SFA and about 0.20 for DEA-VRS21 , which means that municipalities,
on average, could satisfy citizens’ needs with respect to the analyzed services
with a 20–26% reduction in the current level of spending. The distributions
of inefficiency levels appear concentrated around the mean in both SFA
We note that this result is robust to a different specification of the aggregate spending
function, in which returns to scale are allowed to fully vary across the municipalities.
In particular, we replaced the dummies for extreme size classes (POP-1000 and POP10,000) with a quadratic term for the population. According to this specification, the estimated coefficient for PACT is net of possible confounding effects due to population size.
21 It is worth remarking that the estimation of the efficient frontier within the DEA framework is based on the identification of a group of fully efficient municipalities (for which
the inefficiency score is equal to zero: 33 cases in our analysis) that are used as benchmarks for assessing the performance of the other units of the sample. Therefore, by construction, the average efficiency (inefficiency) computed using DEA is typically higher
(lower) than the values resulting from SFA estimation (see, e.g., Coelli et al., 2005).
20
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Table 5

Analysis of Spending Inefficiency: Summary Statistics for SFA and DEA
Scores

Mean
Standard deviation
Min
25th percentile
Median
75th percentile
Max
Fully efficient municipalities

SFA
basic model

SFA
extended model

DEA-VRS

0.26
0.17
0.02
0.12
0.25
0.35
0.93
–

0.24
0.17
0.01
0.10
0.22
0.33
0.94
–

0.20
0.12
0.00
0.12
0.20
0.28
0.52
33

and DEA models, as they exhibit a median value very close to their mean,
and 75% of observations show a spending inefficiency lower than 0.33–0.35
using SFA and 0.28 using DEA. Not surprisingly, the standard deviation is
generally small and is larger for SFA estimates, due to the presence of more
extreme scores (maximum values are around 0.93–0.94, against 0.52 in the
DEA model).
More importantly, the correlation between SFA and DEA inefficiencies is
very high (ranging between 0.7 and 0.8) for both DEA-VRS and DEA-CRS
models (see footnote 17). As discussed above, the inclusion of population
size and altitude dummies in the cost frontier (1) helps control for the effects of variable returns to scale on efficiency estimates, as in a DEA-VRS
framework, even if these effects do not vanish completely. Indeed, also for
SFA parameter estimates the sum of elasticities with respect to the four
output proxies is very close to one (0.94 in the basic model and 0.93 in
the extended model; see table 6a), highlighting a multi-output production
technology mainly characterized by constant returns to scale, which is the
basic assumption of a DEA-CRS model. Such a result is probably driven
by the prevalence in our sample of medium-sized municipalities, for which
returns to scale appear to be actually constant on looking at the difference
in inefficiency levels between DEA-CRS and DEA-VRS (figure 1). Variable returns to scale seem instead to characterize municipalities under 1000
and over 10,000 inhabitants (notice that the coefficients of POP-1000 and
POP-10,000 in SFA estimates are both positive and statistically significant).
More precisely, the former mainly exhibit increasing returns to scale, perhaps because of the stronger influence of fixed costs on current spending
(especially with regard to waste management and general administration
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Figure 1

Distribution of SFA and DEA Average Inefficiency by Municipal Size
Classes

services), while the latter mostly show decreasing returns to scale, probably because they produce a wider range of more complex services (this is
particularly true for social-welfare spending). As for the definition of the
proper scale for providing the essential services analyzed in this study, municipalities with a number of served inhabitants from 3,000 to 5,000 apparently correspond to the optimal size. This size emerges on looking at both
the differences between DEA-CRS and DEA-VRS scores and the SFA
inefficiencies in figure 1. It is also worth noticing that, in the DEA-VRS
model, spending inefficiency (net of scale inefficiency) tends to decrease
with increasing municipal size. In the light of the positive correlation between municipal size and degree of tax autonomy observed in our sample
(0.62), a possible interpretation of this evidence relies on the argument that
local politicians are probably subject to more severe control from their citizens when the latter can ask for differentiated and more effective services
that are financed to a significant extent through taxes collected at local
level. To explore this issue more in depth, we turn now our attention to
the investigation of the factors that could help explain the estimated inefficiency.
Tables 6a and 6b show the estimates of the SFA-BC95 frontier model (1)
and DEA-VRS tobit regression, respectively, relying on the same vector Z
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Table 6a

Analysis of Spending Inefficiency: SFA-BC95 Parameter Estimates
Regressor
Frontier variables
POP
WASTE
DEPEND
ROAD
INCOME
POP-1000
POP-10,000
ALT-600
Wald test(8) [p-value]
Inefficiency determinants
FISCAUT
FISCAUT × HTAX
FISCAUT × HEXTRA
FISCAUT × HGRANT
PACT
KMTO
DENS
YGOV
YGOV × PACT
YGOV × PACT × FISCAUT
CIVIC
LEFT
SEXMAYOR
AGEMAYOR
PUBLIC
PUBLIC × FIRM
PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP
σ2 = σu2 + σv2
γ = σu2 /(σu2 + σv2 )
LR test(r) [p-value]

Dep. var. = EXP a
basic model
extended model

0.697
0.156
0.060
0.023
0.324
0.070
0.077
0.045

(0.044) ∗∗∗
(0.027) ∗∗∗
(0.029) ∗∗
(0.010) ∗∗
(0.098) ∗∗∗
(0.023) ∗∗∗
(0.036) ∗∗
(0.020) ∗∗

8156.81 [0.000]
(0.054) ∗∗∗
(0.007) ∗∗∗
(0.004) ∗∗∗
(0.005)
(0.032)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.010 (0.001) ∗∗∗
0.587 (0.190) ∗∗∗

−0.528
0.052
0.015
−0.002
0.007

181.42(7) [0.000]

0.697 (0.046) ∗∗∗
0.155 (0.026) ∗∗∗
0.059 (0.029) ∗∗
0.022 (0.010) ∗∗
0.387 (0.102) ∗∗∗
0.068 (0.022) ∗∗∗
0.110 (0.034) ∗∗∗
0.036 (0.021) ∗
9338.74 [0.000]
−0.529 (0.052) ∗∗∗
0.053 (0.006) ∗∗∗
0.014 (0.004) ∗∗∗
−0.002 (0.005)
−0.047 (0.047)
0.003 (0.024)
−0.014 (0.013)
0.012 (0.007) ∗
1.325 (0.527) ∗∗∗
−0.296 (0.116) ∗∗∗
−0.044 (0.020) ∗∗
−0.050 (0.023) ∗∗
−0.014 (0.019)
−0.014 (0.035)
−0.017 (0.018)
0.031 (0.033)
−0.066 (0.034) ∗∗
0.009 (0.001) ∗∗∗
0.597 (0.174) ∗∗∗
205.93(19) [0.000]

Notes: Number of observations: 262; all variables have been transformed to natural logarithms; standard errors are reported in parentheses; significance level: ∗∗∗ 1%, ∗∗ 5%, ∗ 10%.
a EXP = EXP
GA + EXPWM + EXPEE + EXPRM .

of inefficiency determinants (basic and extended specifications) used in the
preliminary OLS analysis.
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Table 6b

Analysis of Spending Inefficiency: Tobit Parameter Estimates
Regressor
FISCAUT
FISCAUT × HTAX
FISCAUT × HEXTRA
FISCAUT × HGRANT
PACT
KMTO
DENS
YGOV
YGOV × PACT
YGOV × PACT × FISCAUT
CIVIC
LEFT
SEXMAYOR
AGEMAYOR
PUBLIC
PUBLIC × FIRM
PUBLIC × FIRM × COOP
F test [p-value]

Dep. var. = DEA-VRS scores a
basic model
extended model
−0.272 (0.035) ∗∗∗
0.025 (0.003) ∗∗∗
0.009 (0.003) ∗∗∗
−0.006 (0.004)
−0.062 (0.020) ∗∗∗
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

−0.259 (0.038) ∗∗∗
0.025 (0.004) ∗∗∗
0.007 (0.003) ∗∗
−0.004 (0.004)
−0.043 (0.021) ∗∗
0.029 (0.024)
0.012 (0.011)
0.007 (0.004) ∗∗
1.599 (0.294) ∗∗∗
−0.352 (0.065) ∗∗∗
−0.021 (0.017)
−0.027 (0.021)
0.006 (0.017)
−0.057 (0.028) ∗∗
0.013 (0.016)
−0.022 (0.036)
−0.018 (0.008) ∗∗

28.73 [0.000]

12.92 [0.000]

Notes: Number of observations: 262; all variables have been transformed to natural logarithms; robust standard errors are reported in parentheses; significance level: ∗∗∗ 1%, ∗∗ 5%,
∗ 10%.
a Inefficiency scores are computed using EXP as input variable and POP, WASTE, DEPEND, ROAD, and INCOME as output variables in a DEA-VRS frontier model.

First, the SFA parameter estimates of frontier variables (output proxies
and other control factors) are very similar to those discussed above for the
average spending function (table 4b), both in magnitude and in statistical
significance, thus confirming that these are important drivers of the structural component of aggregate current expenditure in the selected functions.
Most importantly, the model highlights the importance of the spending inefficiency ui in comparison with random noise vi in determining the global
error term εi : the parameter γ – the share of residual variance due to deviations from the best-practice frontier, σu2 /(σu2 + σv2 ) – is very close to 0.60
in both specifications. This evidence supports the hypothesis that the municipalities of our sample are not cost-minimizing and a traditional average
spending function with the term ui equal to zero does not adequately represent the observed performance. Looking now at the parameter estimates of
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inefficiency determinants, SFA-BC95 and tobit models perform both well in
terms of general statistical fit (as indicated by LR and F tests) and provide
similar results for the sign and the significance of most coefficients, showing
that our findings are robust to alternative methodological approaches for
analyzing spending inefficiency.
As for the key issue of our study, the sign of the coefficient of FISCAUT is
negative and highly statistically significant in all models. Hence, the negative
impact on expenditure stemming from a greater tax autonomy of municipalities targets inefficient spending, i.e., the waste of resources with respect to
the amount required to satisfy citizens’ needs. This finding supports the theoretical prediction of SGT that higher accountability of local politicians can
be obtained by reducing VFI (e.g., Weingast, 2009), specifying some previous
results in the literature that highlighted the positive effects of higher local
tax rates on municipal efficiency (Vanden Eeckaut et al., 1993; De Borger
et al., 1994; De Borger and Kerstens, 1996). At the same time, both SFABC95 and tobit estimates confirm that large availability of own resources –
as reflected in per capita levels higher than the sample median – counteract
the incentive effect of fiscal decentralization: the interactions of FISCAUT
with HTAX and HEXTRA show positive and significant coefficients, even if
the first-order effect is much larger (see Balaguer-Coll et al., 2007). Finally,
also the DSP seems to work well as a mechanism of fiscal discipline, leading
to cuts in excess spending, although the reducing effect on inefficiency is
statistically significant only in the tobit model, probably because the variable
PACT partly captures a size effect in SFA models.22
As for the role played by the other variables included in the extended
model, the two spatial indicators are never significant (as in the OLS estimates of table 4b); indeed, at the aggregate spending level, it is likely that
positive and negative spillovers associated with a higher proximity to the capital (KMTO) are compensated, and the same holds for congestion effects and
cost savings resulting from increased population density (DENS). Looking
at the political variables, there emerges now a positive and significant coefficient also for the first-order effect of the shorter time period before new
elections (YGOV), in both SFA and tobit estimates. However, the effect of
the electoral budget cycle conditional on the presence of the DSP and its
interaction with tax autonomy continue to play the major role, as shown by
the magnitude of the parameters associated with the interactions of YGOV
with PACT and FISCAUT. The relevant aspect of our results compared to
the existing evidence on the electoral budget cycle in local governments (e.g.,
22

Recall that the variability of returns to scale over the sample is not fully controlled in
our SFA model specification, where only the effect of extreme size classes on spending is
taken into account through the dummies POP-1000 and POP-10,000, while the nonparametric DEA framework allows returns to scale to vary freely across all productive units.
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Veiga and Veiga, 2007; Bartolini and Santolini, 2009) is that they clarify that
the observed increase in municipal spending when close to new elections
can be interpreted as a greater waste with respect to an efficient expenditure level.23 As for the political orientation, the coefficient of the dummy
for center–left coalitions (LEFT) is significant and negative, as well as the
one associated with the presence of a civic list (CIVIC), even if only in SFA
estimates. The effect of LEFT on spending inefficiency can be added to the
existing political-economy literature, which often found a propensity of leftwing governments towards larger expenditure (e.g., Blais et al., 1993; De
Haan and Sturm, 1994): observing larger spending carried out by left-wing
coalitions does not imply higher inefficiency; indeed, the latter even seems
to decrease.
Finally, the presence of older mayors significantly reduces inefficiency
(AGEMAYOR), at least in tobit estimates. Again, this result adds to the
recent literature on the effects of term length on politicians’ behavior, which
points out a positive role of older representatives in determining good legislative performance of governments (e.g., Dal Bò and Rossi, 2008). As for
the effects of the organizational choice for waste management, both SFA
and tobit results imply that higher efficiency in spending can be reached if
garbage collection and disposal is provided by a publicly owned cooperative
firm.

4. Conclusions
This paper studies the role played by tax decentralization (measured as the
degree of VFI, i.e., the fiscal autonomy in covering the costs associated
with the provision of essential public services) in influencing the spending
efficiency of local governments. The study relies on a sample of 262 Italian
23

A control for the robustness of these findings is also provided by introducing the dummy
2GOV, which distinguishes the municipalities with a mayor facing a second-term limit
from those with a mayor who can be reelected. The theoretical literature suggests that
impossibility of reelection influences the opportunistic behavior of the incumbents, especially in proximity to new elections (e.g., Besley and Case, 1995, 2003; Smart and Sturm,
2006). However, testing the effect of this variable – considered alone or interacted with
the years of mandate – we did not observe any significant effect on the inefficiencies.
A plausible explanation for this evidence can be found by analyzing more in depth the
municipalities included in our sample: the dummy 2GOV is equal to one for 26.5% of
these municipalities; among these, in the subsequent elections (between 2006 and 2009),
a person belonging to the previous governing coalition was elected mayor in 58% of the
cases; in another 22%, a person belonging to the previous governing coalition was presented as one of the main candidates to become mayor. These statistics stress the role of
a party affiliation and party discipline in identifying candidates and their behavior once
elected. Therefore, incumbents’ interests, merging in the party’s ones, do not vanish simply with their impossibility of reelection.
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municipalities belonging to the province of Turin and exploits both standard
regression analysis and efficiency-frontier techniques (SFA and DEA) to
study local governments’ spending performance and its main determinants,
considering four main spending categories: general administration, waste
management, education and elderly care, and road maintenance and local
mobility.
Consistently with modern fiscal federalism theories, our results show that
more autonomous municipalities – i.e., local governments with a low VFI
– exhibit lower spending for satisfying citizens’ needs, thus supporting the
argument that effective electoral accountability of local politicians can be
obtained by increasing their responsibilities with respect to funding. We also
find some evidence on the possibility for the central government to control
spending efficiency through fiscal rules (here the Domestic Stability Pact).
The analysis was then extended to allow for the role played by other potential factors, including spatial, political, and organizational variables. Among
these, a major influence on spending performance seems to be exerted by
the opportunistic behavior of incumbent politicians, as highlighted by theoretical literature on the electoral budget cycle. We provide new empirical
support for the (inefficient) increase of spending observed for mayors closer
to new elections, and we also find that this effect is strongly conditioned by
the presence of fiscal restraints imposed on local governments (i.e., the DSP)
and by the degree of accountability deriving from their fiscal autonomy.
From a policy perspective, the evidence emerging in this study supports
the recent waves of reforms towards the devolution of taxing power to lower
government tiers – from regions to municipalities – observed in Italy as
well as in other countries around the world, with the purpose of reducing
VFI and increasing the accountability of local politicians and, through this
mechanism, improving both the efficiency and the effectiveness of public
services provided to the citizens.
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We analyze how vertical or horizontal fiscal equalization affects the overprovision of
local public goods due to vertical fiscal externality, when there is tax evasion. The overspending incentive of regional governments is examined in the cases of fiscal equalization based on pretax earned income and on reported taxable income. We show that
a more efficient level of regional public expenditure is associated with a vertical equalization scheme based on a proxy of earned income taken from national-accounts data.
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1. Introduction
It is well known in the literature on fiscal federalism that a vertical fiscal
externality arising from two-level taxation on the same tax base may imply
overprovision of local public goods as local governments perceive a marginal
cost of public funds lower than the (true) social one (Dahlby, 2008). Moreover, such an incentive to overprovide local public goods increases when
an equalization system with redistributive purposes is applied (Smart, 1998;
Kelders and Köthenbürger, 2010).1 It is also shown in the literature on optimal taxation that the introduction of sheltering (illegal tax evasion and/or
legal tax avoidance) may affect the criterion for measuring the excess burden, and thus also the marginal cost of public funds (Chetty, 2009; Saez et al.,
2012). This may in turn affect the efficiency of local public-good provision.
Accordingly, when the effects of equalization and sheltering are considered
simultaneously, one interesting question is whether or not the incentive to
overprovide local public goods will prevail.

* We are deeply grateful to Alberto Zanardi, Alfons J. Weichenrieder and three anony1

mous referees for their extremely helpful comments.
This is not the case when the transfers aim instead to correct fiscal externalities (Dahlby
(2008), ch. 9).
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To analyze this issue, we consider a federation where a central government
is precommitted, i.e., it acts as a Stackelberg leader while regional governments act as Stackelberg followers (Köthenbürger, 2008, (forthcoming)).
Local public expenditures are financed through two different instruments:
local governments choose a surtax on the local fiscal base of a national
tax, and may be entitled to receive an equalization grant. In particular, we
suppose that a linear labor income tax is devoted to financing public expenditure, at both the central and the local level, so that a federal tax rate and
a local one are applied to the same basis. Further, the equalization system,
which in our setup only has redistributive purposes, is chosen by the federal
government, and it is like that described by Smart (1998).2 In particular, it
is based on the so-called fiscal capacity equalization criterion, a scheme of
transfers applied in many countries such as Australia, Canada, Germany,
Switzerland, and now, after a recent reform, Italy too. Accordingly, regions
are (partially or totally) compensated by federal revenues for the difference
between a standard level of tax revenue and the revenue regions are deemed
to be able to raise if standard tax rates are applied to their tax basis.3
Different specifications of the equalization system (ES) are analyzed in
this paper: vertical versus horizontal, and based on actual versus taxable
income. With a vertical, or “gross” (horizontal, or “net”) ES, poor regions,
whose fiscal capacity is lower than the average or standard one, receive
a grant from the central government (directly from rich regions). Further,
both vertical and horizontal ESs may be implemented with a fiscal capacity
based on pretax earned income or on reported taxable income (the former
being net of sheltering). For instance, art. 9(g) of the recent Italian bill
n. 42/2009 on fiscal federalism reform applies a horizontal ES by referring
The present paper refers to the literature on the fiscal gap, i.e., the gap between a lower
tier of government’s tax revenues and its expenditure (Dahlby, 2008, ch. 9; Boadway
and Tremblay, 2010). Efficiency would require that the marginal cost of public funds be
the same at both the regional and the federal level; otherwise a vertical fiscal imbalance arises. In that case, intergovernmental transfers could be designed to equalize the
marginal cost of public funds across levels of government. Further, intergovernmental
transfers could be also designed to counteract fiscal distortions due to horizontal tax and
expenditure externalities. Beyond such efficiency aims, intergovernmental grants are also
used for redistributive purposes, i.e., to favor horizontal equity across regions of a federation, as in Italy, Germany, Canada, and Australia. Equalization grants with only redistributive purposes are the object of our model.
3 See, in particular, Bucovetsky and Smart (2002), Boadway et al. (2002), Baretti et al.
(2002), Dahlby and Warren (2003), Köthenbürger (2002), Boadway (2004), Figueiras
et al. (2004), Buettner (2006), Grazzini and Petretto (2006), Smart (2007), Hindriks et al.
(2008), Egger et al. (2010). Most of these papers deal with horizontal tax competition
versus equalization, while in the present model we concentrate our attention on vertical
tax competition. Kotsogiannis (2010) deals with both tax competition typologies versus
equalization. Finally, Kotsogiannis and Schwager (2008) study the effect of equalization
on the accountability of local politicians.
2
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to the comparison between the regional per capita tax yield and the average
tax revenue over all regions. The tax considered as a proxy of fiscal capacity
is a regional income surtax at a standardized rate. Therefore, it seems that
the Italian ES will be horizontal and based on reported taxable income.
When there are sheltering phenomena – in particular, tax evasion, on
which we focus here – it is interesting to consider the activity of an authority
devoted to the auditing and monitoring of tax compliance, and the degree of
cooperation between regional and federal governments in running it.4 Usually, both government levels participate in this activity, providing resources
and agreeing on the way to share the clawed-back tax revenue.5 Such aspects
are also analyzed in the present paper.
To the best of our knowledge, the main novelty of this paper is its comparison of different types of ES within the same framework, taking also into
account evasion and the consequent auditing and monitoring activity of an
authority carried on at a regional level. In particular, we are interested in
comparing different types of ES along two dimensions: vertical versus horizontal, and based on pretax earned income versus reported taxable income.
Such a comparison allows us to identify the most efficient type of ES in redistributing resources across regions, with respect to reduction in the incentive
for local public-goods overprovision.
In this respect, our main results are the following. From the point of view of
regional governments, for a poor region, a shift from a vertical to a horizontal
ES or vice versa does not change the incentive for overprovision of a public
service, either in the case of an ES based on pretax earned income or in
the case of one based on reported taxable income (a poor region is always
a receiving one). However, such an incentive for a poor region is strengthened
(reduced) when an ES based on pretax earned (reported taxable) income is
replaced by one based on reported taxable (pretax earned) income, in the
cases of both a vertical and a horizontal ES. For a rich region, a shift from
a vertical (horizontal) to a horizontal (vertical) ES increases (decreases) the
incentive for overprovision of a public service, in the cases of an ES based
on pretax earned income and on reported taxable income. Further, such an
incentive for a rich region does not change when a vertical ES based on
pretax earned income is replaced by one based on reported taxable income.
For a treatment of evasion and auditing issues in a federal context, see Cremer and Gahvari (2000), Bartolini and Fiorillo (2009), and Stöwhase and Traxler (2005). In particular,
the last paper analyzes how the decentralized choice of audit rates may be affected both
by fiscal competition among regions and by the type of the fiscal equalization scheme
(gross or net revenue sharing). For an extension of such a model allowing for a multiregional firm structure, see Traxler and Reutter (2008).
5 The cited bill on fiscal federalism in Italy explicitly considers the possibility that a regional agency can cooperate with the Agenzia delle Entrate, the national tax authority.
For some taxes, regional authorities may even fully replace the Agenzia delle Entrate.
4
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Instead, in the case of a horizontal ES, a shift from one based on pretax
earned (reported taxable) income to another based on reported taxable
(pretax earned) income increases (decreases) the incentive for a rich region
for overprovision of a public service.
From the point of view of the federal government, we show that the
degree of equalization is higher with a horizontal ES than with a vertical
one, for both indexes of fiscal capacity. Since we show that a lower degree
of equalization implies a lower incentive to overprovide local public goods,
if the latter represents one of the aims of an ES, then a vertical ES should
be preferred. Further, we show that the lowest degree of equalization is
obtained when a vertical ES is based on pretax earned income rather than
reported taxable income.
To conclude, our analysis suggests that a more efficient level of regional
public expenditures is associated with a vertical ES based on pretax earned
income at regional level.6 The drawback of such a scheme is that it is more
demanding in the information to be gathered. Tax records containing data on
reported taxable income are widely available, while gathering data on earned
incomes at a regional level is quite difficult. However, to apply such a scheme,
the tax base has to be known at an aggregate and not at an individual level.
Consequently, some proxy variables, such as GDP or NDP, which can be
found in national-accounts data, could be used for our purposes. We are
aware that national-accounts data may likewise be biased because they are
usually derived from micro reporting. However, since such micro reporting
systems are usually based on the anonymity of responses, we may expect
their bias to be lower than that of data on reported taxable income. Further,
it is likely that the use of these proxy variables would be opposed by local
governments because they cannot influence them, given their pure fixedprice nature. With an ES based on reported taxable income, local politicians
might desire to favor their constituencies with generally permissive fiscal
legislation, and simultaneously to compensate the loss of tax revenues due
to evasion with equalization. On the contrary, with an ES based on pretax
earned income, an increase in evasion would reduce the equalization grant
received by poor regions, so that local politicians should be more concerned
with reducing such evasion.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we analyze consumer
behavior with tax evasion, and we design the tax structure of the federation
according to the type of ES (vertical versus horizontal) and the basis on
which the grant is calculated (pretax earned income versus reported taxable
income). In section 3, the incentive to overprovide local public goods when
6

Thus, such a solution is contrary to the one established by the mentioned Italian reform
on fiscal federalism.
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there is tax evasion at the local level is compared according to different
typologies of ES. In section 4, different degrees of equalization chosen by
the federal government are compared according to the type of ES. Finally,
section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2. The Model
We analyze a federation of regions i, i = 1, ..., n, each with a population size
normalized to unity. The federation has two tiers of government: central and
regional. The federal government has the power to levy a tax on national
income, and to decide the degree of equalization among regions. The regional
governments have the power to levy a tax on regional income, and regions
that are classified as poor are entitled to receive an equalization grant. For
reasons of equity, the constitution specifies that an equalization system based
on fiscal capacity has to be implemented. It also specifies that the equalization
rate α has to be not lower than a threshold α in order to guarantee that all
regions can afford to supply a minimum level of local public goods.7 This
means that the constitution does not specify either the type of ES or the level
of the equalization rate, which instead are chosen by the federal government.
In order to describe the interaction between the federal government and
the regional ones, we suppose a three-stage game. Events in the model unfold
as follows. First, the federal government chooses its tax rate and the degree of
equalization, acting as a Stackelberg leader with respect to regions. Second,
regions choose their tax rate by playing a Nash game among them, and acting
as Stackelberg followers with respect to the federal government.8 Finally,
agents in both countries make their consumption and labor decisions.
In each region i, consumers are immobile, and preferences of the representative consumer are described by the following additively separable
utility function:
U i (xi , li , gi , G) = ui (xi , li ) + b(gi ) + B(G),

i = 1, ..., n ,

(1)

i

where u (. ) is a strictly quasiconcave sub-utility function of private consumption xi (taken as the numeraire) and leisure li , and the functions b(gi ) and
B(G) measure the benefits of a local public good gi , i = 1, ..., n, and a federal
public good G, respectively.9 gi and G are only locally consumed. The unit
cost of both public goods is one; thus gi , i = 1, ..., n, and G also represent
local and federal public expenditure, respectively. Both public expenditures
For example, such a prescription can be found in art. 109 of the Italian Constitution.
The same assumption can be found, for example, in Goodspeed (2002) and Keen and
Kotsogiannis (2002).
9 The separability assumption on the utility function implies that gi , i = 1, ..., n, and G do
not affect households’ leisure–consumption decisions.
7
8
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are financed through a labor income tax. Let t be the tax rate chosen by
the federal government, and let ρi , i = 1, ..., n, be the surtax on the regional
fiscal base, decided by the regional government, with the consolidated tax
rate given by τi ≡ t + ρi , i = 1, ..., n.
In each region i, i = 1, ..., n, the quantity Yi = wi Li is the pretax earned
income from labor, with wi denoting the gross wage paid by firms, and Li =
1 − li denoting labor.10 Thus, the net wage rate received by a consumer in
region i is obtained as w
i = (1 − τi )wi , i = 1, ..., n. Further, let us suppose that
a taxpayer living in region i may evade taxation on si euros of income. Thus,
his reported taxable income is TYi = Yi − si .
Following the distinction proposed by Chetty (2009), tax evasion in region i
implies a resource cost given by hi (si ) with hi (. ) > 0 and a transfer cost given
i
i
> 0 and ∂z
> 0.11 In our case, the resource cost function
by zi (τi , si ) with ∂z
∂τi
∂si
hi (si ) describes the cost borne by a tax authority that is engaged in monitoring
and auditing procedures,12 and the transfer cost function zi (τi , si ) describes
the expected private cost of tax evasion, mainly due to the risk of being
caught and charged a fine. The latter cost implies a transfer of resources
from the taxpayer to the tax authority.
In order to gather some more hints on this point, let us assume the following tax-authority resource cost function:
hi (si ) = ci [pi (ηi )]si ,

(2)

where ci [. ] is the unit cost of auditing, and it is an increasing function of pi (ηi ),
which equals the probability that a taxpayer living in region i is audited,
with ηi denoting the effort variable measuring the x-efficiency of the tax
authority. The probability of being audited is clearly an increasing function
of the effort: p (ηi ) > 0. Further, if the taxpayer has evaded and is audited,
he has to pay his tax bill on the evaded amount, τi si , and a fine F(si, τi ),
which can be assumed to be linear, i.e., F(si , τi ) = fi τi si . Thus, the transfer
cost function equals the sum of the expected repaid tax plus the fine, i.e.,
zi (τi , si ) = pi (ηi )(τi si + fi τi si ) .

(3)

The budget constraint of a consumer in region i is
xi = (1 − τi )TYi + si − zi (τi , si ),

i = 1, ..., n .

(4)

Each consumer living in region i, i = 1, ..., n, chooses leisure and how
much income to conceal by maximizing the utility function in (1) subject to
We suppose that wi , i = 1, ..., n, is constant, and thus it is not affected by taxation.
(τi ,0)
We also assume ∂zi∂s
= 0 and ∂zi (τ∂si ,Yi ) = ∞ to guarantee an interior optimum in si .
i
i
12 Actually, in Chetty (2009) there is also a direct cost borne by the taxpayer, for instance,
for shifting reported money rewards to nontaxable fringe benefits in order to reduce his
taxable income.
10
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his budget constraint (4). The solution of this maximization problem implies
the following indirect utility function:
V i (
wi , gi , G) = vi (
wi ) + b(gi ) + B(G),

i = 1, ..., n ,

and, through Roy’s identity, the following condition:


∂zi
∂vi
i
= −vI TYi +
,
i = 1, ..., n ,
∂τi
∂τi

(5)

(6)

where viI = uix is the marginal utility of income. This means that the marginal
i
< 0, adds to the
cost for the taxpayer due to the cost of tax evasion, −viI ∂z
∂τi
i
standard cost of the increase of the tax payment, −vI TYi . By using (3), and
applying the envelope theorem, according to which
∂zi
= pi (ηi )si (1 + fi ) ,
(7)
∂τi
the condition (6) can be rewritten as follows:
∂vi
= − viI [TYi + pi (ηi )si (1 + fi )] = −viI {Yi − [1 − pi (ηi )(1 + fi )]si },
∂τi
i = 1, ..., n .

(8)

This condition shows that the traditional individual welfare cost of a tax increase, viI Yi , is reduced by the expected net benefit from evasion, viI [1 − pi (ηi )
1
, i.e., evasion is worthwhile (si > 0).
(1 + fi )]si , when pi (ηi ) < 1+f
i
The structure of the federal and regional public budget constraints depends on the agreement between federal and regional governments on running the tax authority, i.e., how the expected benefits and costs of monitoring
and auditing activity are shared between central and local governments.
Moreover, the budget constraints of the two levels of governments depend
on whether the adopted ES is vertical or horizontal, and on whether it is
based on pretax earned income or reported taxable income.
Let Ri denote the revenue available for a region i, i = 1, ..., n. The regional
public budget constraint is
Ri = ρi TYi + ei + βi Di = gi ,

i = 1, ..., n .

(9)

Each region finances a local public good through three types of revenue:
the yield from regional taxation, ρi TYi ; the yield from a federal government
grant, ei ; and the yield from monitoring activity, βi Di . The latter represents
the fraction of the tax authority’s budget devoted to region i, where Di =
zi (τi , si ) − hi (si )  0. For instance, by substituting (2) and (3) into the tax
authority’s budget devoted to region i , we obtain
Di (ηi ) = {pi (ηi )(1 + fi )τi − ci [pi (ηi )]}si .

(10)

With 0 < βi < 1, we assume the existence of an agreement between central
and regional governments according to which each region yields a share
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βi of the difference between the transfer from taxpayers and the cost of
monitoring and auditing. This division might occur according to a political
deal related to the ratio of the regional tax rate to the combined one, i.e.,
 
β t
i
= τi2 > 0.
βi ρτii , with ∂β
∂ρi
i

Denoting the federal revenue with a vertical and a horizontal ES as RVF
and RH
F , respectively, we obtain the corresponding federal public budget
constraints as
n


RVF = tTY +
(1 − βk )Dk −
ek = G
(11)
k∈N p

k=1

and
RH
F = tTY +

n

(1 − βk )Dk = G .

(12)

k=1

A federal public good is financed through the revenue from taxing labor
n

TYk , plus the central government’s fraction of
income, tTY, with TY =
k=1

n

(1 − βk )Dk , and in the case of a vertical ES,
k=1

minus the sum of the grants to poor regions, k∈N p ek . The last term does not
appear in (12) because a horizontal ES does not involve any transfer from
the federal government to regions.
We are now in a position to describe the structure of regional and federal
budget constraints, depending on the type of ES and on the type of income
with respect to which the grant is calculated.

the tax authority’s budget,

2.1. Vertical Equalization on Pretax Earned Income (VY)

When pretax earned income is the basis for the ES, let us define a poor
/ p , where N p denotes
(rich) region i as one for which Yi < (≥)Y, with i ∈ (∈)N
the set of poor regions (np their number), and Y denotes the standard tax
base. Specifically, Y is usually chosen as the average per capita tax base,
n

Y≡
Yk /n = Y/n.
k=1

With a vertical ES, the federal government only pays grants to poor regions i ∈ N p . When such a scheme is based on pretax earned income, the
equalization grants paid by the federal government are of the following
type:
eVY
i∈N p = αρ(Y − Yi ) > 0 ,

(13)

eVY
i∈N
/ p = 0,

(14)
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where the parameter α, α  α  1, describes the chosen degree of equalization (α = 1 is the case of full equalization), and ρ denotes the standard
regional tax rate. In particular, ρ could be a given reference surtax rate, estabn

lished at a federal level, or a weighted-average surtax rate, ρ ≡
ρk Yk /Y.
k=1

Notice that in (13), region i’s per capita GDP can be used as a proxy for
earned income at regional level, Yi , and the average national per capita
GDP can be used as a proxy for Y. Under the assumption of a federation
with a large number of regions, each of which is small enough with respect to
the rest of the federation for us to neglect the effect of its own regional tax
rate on the standard tax base and the standard tax rate, Y and ρ are fixed,
i.e., independent of regional tax rates (Esteller-Moré and Solé-Ollè, 2002;
Grazzini and Petretto, 2006).13 This also implies that the sets of poor and
rich regions do not change during the time of our analysis, so we are able to
compare different ESs.
Let us define AY ≡ αρY, and insert it into (13). The equalization grant for
a poor region can then be rewritten as
Y
eVY
i∈N p = A − αρYi .

(15)

For poor regions, this ES works as a linear (affine) matching grant based on
(inversely correlated with) the actual local tax base.
denote the total revenue available for a region i, i = 1, ..., n, with
Let RVY
i
vertical equalization on pretax earned income. By substituting (15) into (9),
the regional public budget constraint is obtained as
Y
RVY
i∈N p = (ρi − αρ)TYi − αρsi + A + βi Di = gi

(16)

for a poor region, and by substituting (13) into (9), we obtain
RVY
i∈N
/ p = ρi TYi + βi Di = gi

(17)

for a rich region.
Let RVY
F denote the federal revenue with a vertical equalization on pretax
earned income. By substituting (15) into (11), the federal public budget
constraint is obtained as
n



VY
(1 − βk )Dk −
(18)
AY − αρYk = G .
RF = tTY +
k=1

13

k∈N p

For instance, in Italy there are 20 regions, and some of them are quite small. The 2009
per capita GDP varies from €12,776 in Campania to €26,755 in Val d’Aosta. The average
per capita GDP is €24,400 . The average central government tax rate of the Imposta sul
Reddito delle Persone Fisiche (IRPEF) is 37%, while the standard uniform surtax rate is
0.9%, and it can be changed by regions within the range ∓0. 5%. It is reasonable to expect that an increase of this dimension in the surtax rate, say, in the median region (Liguria), can reduce its regional income, but it can only produce negligible effects on the
average national per capita income.
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2.2. Horizontal Equalization on Pretax Earned Income (HY)

With a horizontal ES, poor regions receive a subsidy while rich regions pay for
them. When such a scheme is based on pretax earned income, the structure
of the yields is as follows:
VY
eHY
i∈N p = ei∈N p ,

= αρ(Y − Yi )  0 ,

eHY
+
eHY
= 0.
i
i

eHY
i∈N
/ p

with


i∈N p

(19)
(20)

i∈N
/ p

Let RHY
denote the total revenue available for a region i, i = 1, ..., n, with
i
a horizontal equalization on pretax earned income. Since the grant received
by a poor region is the same as in the case with vertical equalization based
on pretax earned income, the regional public budget constraint for a poor
region is also the same, i.e.,
VY
RHY
i∈N p = Ri∈N p = gi .

(21)

By substituting (20) into (9), the regional public budget constraint for a rich
region is obtained as
Y
RHY
i∈N
/ p = (ρi − αρ)TYi − αρsi + A + βi Di = gi .

(22)

Finally, the federal public budget constraint is (12).
2.3. Vertical Equalization on Reported Taxable Income (VTY)

When reported taxable income is the basis for the ES, we continue to use
the same criterion to define a poor region, viz., a poor (rich) region i is one
such that Yi < (≥)Y.14 With a vertical scheme the grants paid by the federal
government are of the following type:
eVTY
i∈N p = αρ(TY − TYi ) > 0 ,

(23)

eVTY
i∈N
/ p = 0.

(24)

Let us define ATY ≡ αρTY, and use it in (23). The grant for a poor region
can then be rewritten as
TY
eVTY
− αρ(Yi − si ) .
i∈N p = A

(25)

Given the actual earned income, the grant increases with the level of tax
evasion.
14

Notice that when the type of ES changes, regional policy incentives may change, and thus
each regional income position relative to the exogenous threshold may also change. To be
sure the sets of poor and rich regions are unchanged, we also assume that poor and rich
regions are sufficiently far away from the exogenous threshold, i.e., the implied change
in regional (earned or reported) income is small. We thank a referee for suggesting this
point.
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Let RVTY
denote the total revenue available for a region i, i = 1, ..., n,
i
with a vertical equalization on reported taxable income. By substituting (25)
into (9), the regional public budget constraint is obtained as
TY
+ βi Di = gi
RVTY
i∈N p = (ρi − αρ)TYi + A

(26)

for a poor region, and by substituting (24) into (9), it is obtained as
RVTY
i∈N
/ p = ρi TYi + βi Di = gi

(27)

for a rich region. Thus
=
denote
the
federal
revenue with a vertical equalization on
Now let RVTY
F
reported taxable income. By substituting (25) into (11), the federal public
budget constraint is obtained as
n


≡
tTY
+
(1 − βk )Dk −
(ATY − αρTYk ) = G .
(28)
RVTY
F
RVTY
i∈N
/ p

RVY
i∈N
/ p.

k=1

k∈N p

2.4. Horizontal Equalization on Reported Taxable Income (HTY)

With a horizontal equalization based on reported taxable income, the structure of the yields is as follows:
VTY
eHTY
i∈N p = ei∈N p ,

= αρ(TY − TYi )  0 ,

eHTY
+
eHTY
= 0.
i
i

eHTY
i∈N
/ p

with


i∈N p

(29)
(30)

i∈N
/ p

Let RHTY
denote the total revenue available for a region i, i = 1, ..., n,
i
with a horizontal equalization on reported taxable income. Since the grant
received by a poor region is the same as in the case with vertical equalization
based on pretax earned income, the regional public-budget constraint for
a poor region is also the same, i.e.,
VTY
RHTY
i∈N p = Ri∈N p = gi .

(31)

By substituting (30) into (9), the regional public budget constraint for a rich
region is obtained as
TY
+ βi Di = gi .
RHTY
i∈N
/ p = (ρi − αρ)TYi + A

(32)

Finally, the federal public-budget constraint is (12).

3. The Incentives for Local Public-Goods Overprovision with
Different Equalization Schemes and Tax Evasion
In this section, we solve the game described above by backward induction.
In the previous section, we solved the third stage of the game, when consumption and labor decisions are made. We now turn to the solution of the
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second stage of the game. Since regional governments play a noncooperative
game among themselves, and act as Stackelberg followers with respect to the
federal government, they do not take into account the effects of their fiscal
decisions on the federal government’s budget constraint. In particular, ρi
and gi are chosen in order to maximize the welfare of a representative consumer in region i (see (5)), given the regional public-sector budget constraint,
and taking as given the fiscal decisions of both the federal government and
other regions.15
In accord with wide agreement in the literature, we adopt the following
definition:
Definition 1 In a noncooperative fiscal (subgame) equilibrium, the incentive to
overprovide local public services is measured by the gap between the regional perceived marginal cost of public funds (MCFi ) and the social one (SMCFi ), i.e., the one
perceived at the second-best optimum.

According to this definition, the wider the wedge between MCFi and
SMCFi , the higher the incentive to overprovide local public goods.
3.1. Benchmark Case: No Equalization and No Tax Evasion

Without an ES and tax evasion, by solving the maximization problem of
a region i, i = 1, ..., n, the following noncooperative subgame equilibrium
condition is obtained:16
Yi
1
b
= ∂Ri =
= MCFi ,
i = 1, ..., n ,
(33)
1
−
ρ
viI
i Δi εi
∂ρ
i

wi
1
i
i 
where viI ≡ − ∂vY/∂τ
, Δi ≡ 1−τ
, εi ≡ ∂L
, and we recall the assumption that in
∂
wi Li
i
i
the federal country there are so many regions and each of them is sufficiently
small relative to the rest of the federation that the effect of a regional surtax
rate on the federal budget and, accordingly, on its own residents’ utility
function (1) through the B-term is negligible.17 This means that the marginal
benefit of one euro invested in the local public-good provision is equal to its
regionally perceived marginal cost. In contrast, the second-best cooperative
equilibrium condition that takes into account the negative tax externality,
i

As is well known, this corresponds to the case when regions are fiscally independent
(Köthenbürger, 2008a; 2008b). A possible interaction is investigated in Kotsogiannis
(2010).
16 See, for example, Dahlby (2008) and Keen (1998).
17 As has been pointed out by Kelders and Köthenbürger (2010), if in the federation one
has n → ∞, and each region receives an equal share of the federal budget, this “seethrough” effect vanishes. For more insights into this type of effect, see Köthenbürger
(forthcoming), and for a discussion of such assumptions, see Keen (1998).
15
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< 0, is as follows:
b
=
viI

∂Ri
∂ρi

Yi
1
=
= SMCFi ,
∂RF
1
−
τ
+ ∂ρi
i Δi εi

i = 1, ..., n .

(34)

This means that the socially perceived marginal cost of public funds, SMCFi ,
takes into account the fact that the “true” tax distortion depends on τi and
not only on ρi . Thus, it is easy to check that
MCFi < SMCFi ,

i = 1, ..., n ,

i.e., without an ES scheme, the noncooperative equilibrium results in an
incentive for overprovision.
3.2. Case with Different Equalization Schemes and No Tax Evasion

When an ES is introduced, the grants are as in (13) and (14) in the case of
a vertical equalization, and as in (19) and (20) in the case of a horizontal
equalization. Without tax evasion, let RVi∈N p and RH
i∈N p denote the total revenue available for a poor region with a vertical and a horizontal equalization,
respectively. By using (13) and (19), the regional public budget constraint
for a poor region is obtained as
Y
RVi∈N p = RH
i∈N p = (ρi − αρ)Yi + A = gi .

(35)

Since a rich region does not receive any grant with a vertical equalization
(see (14)), its public budget constraint is the same as in the benchmark case:
RVi∈N
/ p = ρi Yi = gi .

(36)

Instead, a rich region pays a transfer (20) with a horizontal equalization, and
thus its public budget constraint is obtained as
Y
RH
i∈N
/ p = (ρi − αρ)Yi + A = gi .

MCFiV

(37)

MCFiH

Let
and
denote the marginal cost of public funds without tax
evasion, and with a vertical and a horizontal equalization, respectively. By
using (35), it is easy to check that the following condition for a poor region
holds:
1
V
H
< MCFi < SMCFi .
(38)
MCFi∈N
p = MCFi∈N p =
1 − (ρi − αρ)Δi εi
This condition shows that the perceived marginal cost of public funds is
lower with both vertical and horizontal equalization than without an ES.
Accordingly, the incentive for overprovision of public goods is strengthened
when an equalizing grant is directed to a poor region, for which the effective
tax rate becomes ρi − αρ. Indeed, the increase in the regional tax rate ρi
of a poor region results in a decrease in its regional income due to the
elasticity of labor supply. However, such a decrease in regional income allows
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a greater equalization grant. Accordingly, the perception of the marginal cost
of taxation decreases.
By using (36) and (37), it is easy to check that the following condition for
a rich region holds:
1
< MCFiV∈N
(39)
MCFiH∈N
/ p =
/ p = MCFi < SMCFi .
1 − (ρi − αρ)Δi εi
The result concerning overprovision of the public service also applies to
a rich region in the case of horizontal equalization. Actually, if region i ∈
/ Np
increases its tax rate ρi , then by decreasing its income it is enabled to pay
less for the transfer to the set of poor regions, so its perceived marginal cost
of taxation is also lower.
3.3. Case with Different Equalization Schemes and Tax Evasion

Now let us introduce the possibility of tax evasion. We will compare the
social marginal cost of public funds with tax evasion, denoted by SMCFiS ,
with the perceived marginal cost of public funds, depending on the type of
ES adopted, and on the basis on which the grant is calculated.
Since SMCFiS is calculated taking into account the sum of all regional and
federal public budget constraints, it is easy to check that it is independent not
only of the type of ES (vertical or horizontal), but also of the basis on which
the yield is calculated (pretax earned income or reported taxable income).
Indeed, when all constraints on regional public budgets are summed along
with the federal one, positive and negative equalization transfers cancel out.
Thus, the social marginal cost of public funds is obtained as18
SMCFiS =



∂zi
∂ρi

τi Δi εTY
i

TYi +

TYi 1 −

+

∂Di
∂ρi

,

i = 1, ..., n ,

(40)

wi
i 
where εTY
≡ ∂TY
denotes the elasticity of reported taxable income. Let
i
∂
wi TYi
us briefly consider the differences from the previous scenario without tax
evasion.
Now in the numerator of SMCFiS there is the sum of two types of marginal
i
. On using TYi =
cost of taxation for the taxpayer in region i: TYi and ∂z
∂ρi
Yi − si , (7), and (8), the numerator in (40) becomes Yi − [(1 − pi (ηi )(1 +
fi )]si , which is lower than Yi , the numerator in (34), the formula without tax
evasion. Two observations can be made about the denominator of SMCFiS .
First, the tax distortion is measured not in terms of the elasticity of labor
supply, but in terms of the elasticity of reported taxable income, which is
now the appropriate method for calculating the excess burden of income

18

Note the similarity to the condition (27) in Chetty (2009), although drawn in a different
context.
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i
taxation.19 Second, there is the term ∂D
, which is positive if the marginal
∂ρi
revenue coming from the transfer cost is higher than the marginal cost of
organizing the tax authority. As is shown in lemma 1 in the appendix, this
is indeed the case under the plausible assumptions that the tax authority
is efficient in choosing the effort level and that evasion is increasing with
i
> 0 in the denominator of (40) means
respect to the tax rate.20 The term ∂D
∂ρi
that the authority can translate the increase in evasion, coming from a taxrate increase, into an opportunity for greater yield, partially compensating
for the reduction of revenue due to the taxable-income decrease. The latter
effect is, of course, captured by the term with the elasticity of taxable income
in the condition (40).

3.3.1. The Incentive for Overprovision for Poor Regions

With both a vertical and a horizontal ES based on pretax earned income, for
a poor region i ∈ N p , the local marginal cost of public funds is obtained as
VY
HY
MCFi∈N
p = MCFi∈N p =

i
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi

+ αρΔi εi Yi +
TYi 1 − ρi Δi εTY
i



∂(βi Di )
∂ρi

.

(41)

Let us now compare the local marginal cost of public funds in (41) with
the social one in (40). The numerator of the two expressions is the same,
i
, as it captures the full effect of taxation on a taxpayer in region i.
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi
The denominator is different. In particular, the
 denominator in (41) contains
TY
three terms. The first term, TYi 1 − ρi Δi εi , represents the net gain in yield
from an increase in regional tax rate. The second term, αρΔi εi Yi , represents
the compensation coming from the ES, measured in terms of the laborsupply elasticity and pretax earned income. Finally, the third term, ∂(β∂ρi Di i ) =
∂βi
Di
∂ρi

i
+ βi ∂D
> 0, describes the effect of the regional tax rate on the share
∂ρi
of the authority budget going to region i. More precisely, the three terms
represent three types of fiscal externalities due to an increase of the regional
tax rate, which determine the difference between the local marginal cost of
public funds and the social one. The first term corresponds to a tax distortion
depending on τi and not only on ρi ; the second term corresponds to the
compensation received by region i according to the vertical or horizontal ES,
which cancels out at a social level; and finally, the third term captures the fact
that region i perceives only a fraction of the increase in the tax authority’s
∂D
∂(β D )
yield from monitoring activity. In particular, MCF ≷ SMCF if ∂ρii ≷ ∂ρi i i .

In this connection, it is easy to check that
19
20

∂Di
∂ρi



∂(βi Di )
∂ρi

if

∂Di τi
∂τi Di

 1 and βi =

ρi
.
τi

See Chetty (2009) and the cited literature.
For a deeper analysis of the decentralized choice of auditing rates, see Stöwhase and
Traxler (2005).
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In other words, the regionally perceived MCFi tends to be higher (lower)
than the social one, SMCFi (the benchmark being the share of auditing costs
in the total tax authority’s revenue) if βi is exactly equal to the ratio of local
tax rate on federal tax rate, ρτii , and the net revenues of monitoring agency is
relatively elastic (inelastic) with respect to the total tax rate τi .
Similarly, with both a vertical and a horizontal ES based on reported
taxable income, for a poor region i ∈ N p , the local marginal cost of public
funds is obtained as
i
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi
VTY
HTY
.
MCFi∈N


p = MCFi∈N p =
∂(βi Di )
+ αρΔi εTY
TYi 1 − ρi Δi εTY
i
i TYi + ∂ρi
(42)

On comparing the regional marginal costs of public funds in (42) with
the ones in (41), notice that the only different term is the second one in the
denominator: the elasticity of labor supply times pretax earned income, εi Yi ,
in (41) is replaced by the elasticity of reported taxable income times reported
taxable income, εTY
i TYi in (42).
To conclude, for a poor region, in the case of an ES based on both pretax
earned income and reported taxable income, a vertical and a horizontal ES
VY
provide the same incentive to overprovide the public service, i.e., MCFi∈N
p =
VTY
HY
HTY
MCFi∈N p and MCFi∈N p = MCFi∈N p . Instead, in the cases of both a vertical and
a horizontal scheme, the incentive to overprovide the public service is higher
when the scheme is based on reported taxable income instead of pretax
VTY
VY
HTY
HY
earned income, i.e., MCFi∈N
p < MCFi∈N p and MCFi∈N p < MCFi∈N p , under the
∂si
TY
21
plausible assumption that ∂ρi = (εi TYi − εi Yi ) > 0.
We summarize the previous reasoning with the following proposition:
Proposition 1 At the equilibrium subgame of the regional governments,
(i) for a poor region, in the case of an ES based on pretax earned income or reported taxable income, a shift from a vertical to a horizontal one or vice versa
does not change the incentive for overprovision of the local public service;
(ii) for a poor region, in the cases of both a vertical and a horizontal equalization,
a shift from an ES based on pretax earned (reported taxable) income to one
based on reported taxable (pretax earned) income increases (decreases) the incentive for overprovision.

Part (i) of proposition 1 is straightforward, because the grant received by
a poor region does not depend on the type of ES, i.e., vertical or horizontal.
21

∂si
∂si
Notice that ∂ρ
= (εTY
− εi )TYi − εi si . The assumption that ∂ρ
> 0 is sustained by several
i
i
i
empirical investigations in optimal income taxation, where it is found that the elasticity of
taxable income is much higher than that of the labor supply. See, for example, Saez et al.
(2010).
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Part (ii) deserves further comment. Recall that the incentive for overprovision depends on the regional perceived marginal cost of taxation. If that
cost decreases, the gap between the social marginal cost of public funds and
the regionally perceived marginal cost of public funds increases. Let us now
consider an increase in the tax rate of a poor region. This leads to two kinds
of distortionary cost from the point of view of the regional revenue, in that
it leads to a decrease in pretax earned income, but also to an increase in
evasion. When the ES is based on pretax earned income, the cost due to an
increase in evasion is not compensated by an equalization grant, and thus the
loss of revenue is entirely borne by the poor region. On the contrary, when
the ES is based on reported taxable income, the cost due to an increase in
evasion leads to a decrease in reported taxable income, and that decrease is
partially compensated by an increase in the equalization grant. Thus, the cost
of taxation is lower and the incentive for local public-good overprovision is
higher with an ES based on reported taxable income than with an ES based
on pretax earned income.
3.3.2. The Incentive for Overprovision for Rich Regions

With a vertical ES based on both pretax earned income and reported taxable
income, the local marginal cost of public funds, for a rich region i ∈
/ N p , is
obtained as
i
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi
VTY
=
MCF
=
MCFiVY

 ∂(βi Di ) .
∈N
/ p
i∈N
/ p
+ ∂ρi
TYi 1 − ρi Δi εTY
i
Since a rich region pays nothing in the case of a vertical ES, its local marginal
cost of public funds does not depend on the fact that the ES is based on
pretax earned income or reported taxable income.
The local marginal cost of public funds is obtained as
MCFiHY
∈N
/ p

i
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi
=


TYi 1 − ρi Δi εTY
+ αρΔi εi Yi +
i

∂(βi Di )
∂ρi

(43)

with a horizontal ES based on pretax earned income, and
MCFiHTY
∈N
/ p =

i
TYi + ∂z
∂ρi


+ αρΔi εTY
TYi 1 − ρi Δi εTY
i
i TYi +

∂(βi Di )
∂ρi

(44)

with a horizontal ES based on reported taxable income.
HTY
Two remarks are in order. First, MCFiHY
∈N
/ p > MCFi∈N
/ p because εi Yi <
TY
εi TYi . Second, both in the case of an ES based on pretax earned income
and in the case of one based on reported taxable income, the comparison beVY
tween the local marginal costs of public funds shows that MCFiHY
∈N
/ p < MCFi∈N
/ p
because of the term αρΔi εi Yi > 0 in the denominator of (43), and MCFiHTY
∈N
/ p <
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TY
MCFiVTY
∈N
/ p because of the term αρΔi εi TYi > 0 in the denominator of (44). In
particular, the tax distortion perceived by a rich region is lower with a vertical ES than with a horizontal one, i.e., if a rich region increases its local tax
rate ρi , its income decreases, but it is enabled to pay less for the transfer to
poor regions. Accordingly, a shift from a horizontal to a vertical ES augments
the marginal cost of public funds, and thus reduces the gap with respect to
the social marginal cost of public funds.
We summarize the previous reasoning as follows:

Proposition 2 At the equilibrium subgame of the regional governments,
(i) for a rich region, in the case of an ES based on pretax earned income or reported taxable income, a shift from a vertical (horizontal) to a horizontal (vertical)
ES increases (decreases) the incentive for overprovision of the local public service;
(ii) for a rich region, in the case of a vertical equalization, a shift from an ES based
on pretax earned income to one based on reported taxable income does not
change the incentive for overprovision. Instead, in the case of a horizontal
equalization, a shift from an ES based on pretax earned (reported taxable) income to one based on reported taxable (pretax earned) income increases (decreases) that incentive.

The result in part (i) of proposition 2 is due to the fact that, with a vertical
ES, a rich region does not pay any grant, while with a horizontal ES it pays
a grant to poor regions. Let us consider an increase in the tax rate of a rich
region. This leads again to two kinds of distortionary cost from the point of
view of the regional revenue, because it leads to a decrease in pretax earned
income, but also to an increase in evasion. Only with a horizontal ES is one
or both of these costs compensated because the grant paid by a rich region
is reduced.
The intuition behind part (ii) of proposition 2 is linked to the fact that with
a reported taxable income, both previous costs are partially compensated by
a reduction of the grant paid by a rich region, while with a pretax earned
income, only the first kind of cost is partially compensated, as the cost due to
evasion is entirely borne by the rich region. Consequently, the cost of taxation
is lower with reported taxable income than with pretax earned income, and
the incentive for local public-good overprovision is higher.

4. The Federal Government’s Decision on the Equalization
Parameter
At the first stage of the game, the federal government chooses the federal tax
rate on income, t, and the equalization parameter, α, depending on the type
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of ES. To simplify the exposition, let us suppose a utilitarian federal government that maximizes the sum of regional indirect utility functions subject
to the federal budget constraint, each regional budget constraint, and the
constitutional constraint, i.e., α  α  1. Further, as the federal government
acts as a Stackelberg leader with respect to regional governments, it takes
into account all the regions’ reaction functions, i.e., ρi = ρi (t, α), i = 1, ..., n.
The federal government’s maximization problem is obtained as
n

vk (
wk ) + b(gk ) + B(G) ,
max
t,α

k=1

s.t. RF = G ,
i = 1, ..., n ,
Ri = g i ,
α  α  1,

(45)

where the federal and the regional budget constraints have to adapt to each
type of ES.
Being only interested in comparing different ESs, let us concentrate our
attention on the optimal choice of the equalization parameter α. In particular,
what we are interested in is to identify which ES (vertical or horizontal, based
on pretax earned income or reported taxable income) provides the lowest
incentive for overspending by regions. Since the incentive for local publicgood overprovision is increasing with respect to α,22 from a positive point of
view, the less distortive ES in terms of regional overspending is the one with
the lowest level of α compatible with the constitutional requirement α  α.23
In particular, we proceed as follows. First, we compare vertical and horizontal ESs, i.e., we compare the optimal levels of α chosen by the federal
government with a vertical and a horizontal ES, both when the basis of comparison is pretax earned income and when it is reported taxable income;
i.e., VY versus HY, and VTY versus HTY. Second, since we show that a vertical ES has the lowest level of α, we check whether the basis of comparison
should be pretax earned income or reported taxable income, i.e., VY versus
VTY.
This is due to the fact that the wedge between the consolidated income tax rate, τi = t +
ρi , and the effective one, ρi − αρ, is increasing with respect to α (see (38) and (39)). For
an analogous statement, see proposition 1 in Kelders and Köthenbürger (2010).
23 Notice that we are simply interested in identifying which ES has the lowest equalization
rate, thus minimizing the incentive for overspending for regions. This does not mean that
such an ES would be the one preferred from the federal government’s point of view; for
in choosing the equalization rate that maximizes a utilitarian social welfare function, the
federal government could face a trade-off between equity concerns, in terms of redistribution of resources among regions via the equalization system fixed by the Constitution,
and efficiency concerns, in terms of reduction of the incentive for overspending for regions. Accordingly, from a normative point of view, we cannot mantain that the minimum
level of the equalization rate is optimal. We are indebted to an anonymous referee for
this point.
22
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The first-order condition with respect to α for the problem in (45) is
obtained as24
n

 ∂RV
∂υk
∂RV
k
(46)
+ b
+ nB F = 0
∂α
∂α
∂α
k=1
k∈N p
in the case of vertical ES, and
n

∂υk
k=1

∂α

+ b

 ∂RH
k

i∈N p

∂α

+

 ∂RH
k
∂α
p
i∈N
/

=0

(47)



i
i ∂ρi
in the case of horizontal ES, where ∂υ
= −υiI TYi + ∂z
< 0, given that
∂α
∂ρi ∂α
∂ρi
>
0,
as
is
well
known
from
the
literature
on
revenue
equalization
(see
∂α

∂RV
k
Section 3.1). Notice that in (46), k∈N
/ p ∂α = 0, because rich regions do
∂RH

not transfer grants to poor regions with a vertical ES, and in (47), ∂αF = 0,
because the federal government does not transfer grants to poor regions
with a horizontal ES. Thus, by taking into account the signs of the partial
derivatives, (46) and (47) can be written as follows:
n

∂υk
k=1

∂α

= b

 ∂RV
∂RVF
k
− nB
∂α
∂α
k∈N p

(48)

and
n

∂υk
k=1

∂α

= b

 ∂RH
 ∂RH
k
k
−
∂α
∂α
p
p
k∈N
k∈N
/

,

(49)

respectively. Notice that, in both (48) and (49), we may interpret the left-hand
side as the marginal cost, and the right-hand side as the net marginal benefit,
of α from the point of view of the federal government. The marginal cost is
related to the regional tax distortion in both cases, and given the properties
of the indirect utility function (5), it is easy to check that it is increasing with
respect to α.25 In the case of a vertical ES, the net marginal benefit is due to
the benefit in local public-good consumption in the set of poor regions, net
of the loss in federal public-good consumption. In the case of a horizontal
ES, the net marginal benefit is still due to the benefit in local public-good
consumption in the set of poor regions, net however of the loss in local
public-good consumption for rich regions. We assume that the net marginal
benefit is decreasing with respect to α in both a vertical and a horizontal ES,
by a standard assumption on decreasing marginal benefit. To ensure that an
interior solution for the equalization parameter always exists, we also assume
Since we are only interested in interior solutions, the first-order condition with respect
to α holds as an equality.
25 Recall that the indirect utility function is convex with respect to net tax wage and the latter is decreasing with respect to the tax rate, which is increasing with respect to α.
24
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that the net marginal benefit is larger than the marginal cost at α → α, and
that the reverse holds at α = 1.
We are now in a position to compare the optimal value of α, α, chosen by
the federal government according to the different ESs. Since the ES does not
affect the marginal cost in either (48) or (49), we check how the net marginal
benefit varies according to each ES.
By comparing vertical versus horizontal ESs, we can state the following
Proposition 3 If nB > b , and the positive effect of regional taxation on the yield
from monitoring activity at a federal and at a regional level is negligible with re
spect to all the other negative terms, then αVY < αHY ; if also k∈Np sk /np > s, then
αVTY < αHTY .

Proof. See the appendix.



This proposition shows that the equalization parameter chosen by the federal government is higher with a horizontal ES than with a vertical one, with
both pretax and taxable income as measures of fiscal capacity. That result
is obtained under the following plausible assumptions. First, the sum over
all the regions of the marginal benefit of the federal public good has to be
greater than the single marginal benefit of a local public good for the representative consumer of each region. Second, the positive effect of regional
taxation on the yield from monitoring activity at a federal and regional level,


∂(βk Dk )
k )Dk
− b k∈N
> 0, is negligible with respect to all other
nB nk=1 ∂(1−β
/ p
∂ρk
∂ρk
negative effects. Third, the average evasion of poor regions has to be greater
than the national average.26
In order to grasp the intuition of this result, let us compare (48) and (49).
On the right-hand sides of both equations, the first term represents the
marginal benefit of α for the public revenues of the poor regions, and those
terms are equal under vertical and horizontal ESs, both in the case of pretax earned income and in that of reported taxable income. Thus, the only
difference in (48) and (49) is in the second term on the right-hand side. As

∂RH
∂RV
k
is shown in the proof of the proposition, nB ∂αF < b k∈N
/ p ∂α , and this is
due mostly to the fact that the distortive effect of regional taxation on the
tax base is greater under a vertical than under a horizontal ES, because in
the former case it affects all the regions, while in the latter it only affects rich
regions. Thus, the net marginal benefit of α from the point of view of the
federal government (the difference between the first and the second term on
the right-hand sides of (48) and (49)) is lower under a vertical than under
26

For example, this is true for Italy. Agenzia delle Entrate provides estimates that evasion for every €100 of collected revenue is €65.87 in some poor regions in the south of
Italy, while it is €10.93 in some rich regions in the north of Italy (the national average is
€38.19). For more details, see http://www.corriere.it/economia/11_aprile_03/index.shtml.
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a horizontal ES, implying that the optimal level of α is lower under a vertical
than under a horizontal ES.
As a lower degree of equalization implies a lower incentive for overprovision of local public goods, we concentrate our attention only on the vertical
ES. In this respect, we can state the following:
Proposition 4 If


k∈N p

sk /np > s and

∂si
∂ρi

> 0, then αVY < αVTY .



Proof. See the appendix.

This proposition shows under which conditions the equalization parameter chosen by the federal government is lower with a vertical ES based
on pretax earned income than with a vertical ES based on reported taxable
income.27
Finally, propositions 1 and 2 allow us to state the following corollary:
Corollary 1 Assume the following timing of decisions: first, the type of equalization is chosen (vertical versus horizontal), and then the index of fiscal capacity is
chosen (pretax earned income versus reported taxable income). Then, under the assumptions of propositions 3 and 4, a vertical ES based on pretax earned income
guarantees the minimal level of the equalization parameter.

This corollary confirms the result obtained in the previous section, i.e.,
a vertical ES based on pretax earned income lowers the incentives for overprovision of local public goods. On the one hand, from the point of view of
regions, propositions 1 and 2 show that such a result holds for any choice of
the equalization rate made by the federal government. On the other hand,
corollary 1 compares the optimal rates of equalization chosen by the federal
government under the different types of ES, and shows that the lowest one
is associated with a vertical ES based on pretax earned income.

5. Concluding Remarks
When the central government is precommitted, it is well known that a vertical
fiscal externality originating from an increase of a local surtax on a federal
income tax base implies the overprovision of local public goods. This is due
to the fact that local governments perceive a marginal cost of public funds
lower than the (true) social one. This incentive further increases if there is in
place an equalization system based on “fiscal capacity” like the one studied
by Smart (1998) and now applied in many federal countries.
In this paper, we have analyzed how such an incentive to overprovide
local public goods is changed when the model also allows for income evasion. Indeed, with tax sheltering the criterion to measure tax distortion and
27

For a discussion on the assumption

∂si
∂ρi

> 0, we refer to footnote 15.
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excess burden must be changed in order to take into account the elasticity of
taxable income instead of the elasticity of labor supply (Chetty, 2009; Saez
et al., 2012). Consequently, the formula for the marginal cost of public funds
must be changed too, and this has an impact on the overprovision concern.
In this respect, we have shown how the local public-good overprovision phenomenon is affected by considering simultaneously tax evasion and different
specifications of an equalization system, viz., vertical or horizontal, and based
on pretax earned income or reported taxable income.
As far as the federal government’s strategies are concerned, first, we have
shown that the chosen degree of equalization is higher with a horizontal ES
than with a vertical one, with both pretax and taxable income as measures of
fiscal capacity, and second, that the ES based on pretax earned income has
the lower degree of equalization of the vertical ESs.
Our main result shows that a more efficient level of regional public expenditures is more likely to be achieved with a vertical equalization system
based on pretax earned income, because such an ES requires the lowest
equalization rate. In this respect, two remarks are in order. First, our aim has
been to examine the efficiency implications of different types of equalization schemes once they are in place, not to identify, from the point of view
of the federal government, the optimal type of equalization scheme, which
will depend on the federation’s distributional objectives. Indeed, a vertical
equalization system based on pretax earned income turns out to be the most
efficient in terms of reduction of the incentive for overspending for regions,
but it could imply a low level of redistribution of resources among regions via
the equalization system fixed at a constitutional level. Thus, from a normative
point of view, there could be a trade-off between equity and efficiency concerns. Of course, such a result relies on the assumption of a utilitarian federal
government, and considering alternative tastes for redistribution may affect
the results. Second, it should be stressed that such an equalization system
may be more difficult to apply because it is more demanding of information
to be gathered. However, as a proxy of pretax earned income at the regional
level, some national-accounts indexes, like regional per capita GDP or NDP,
can be used. Further, although the level of evasion is a household choice, it
can be influenced by regional fiscal legislation under which the household
makes its choices. Indeed, the level of evasion depends on local tax rates
but can also be somewhat influenced by the struggle of local governments
against underreporting of the tax base. Thus, the opportunity of limiting tax
payments by local voters can be strategically played by local politicians to
gain electoral consensus.
Finally, notice that the aim of our model has been very specific: to compare
different types of equalization schemes on efficiency grounds alone. Thus,
more general problems – as, for example, those related to corrective devices
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that could be used to restore an optimal outcome – are not taken into account.
The analysis of such issues within a more general approach than the present
one is an open field for further research.

6. Appendix
6.1. Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1 If τi (1 + fi ) ≥ ci [pi (η∗i )] and

∂si
∂ρi

> 0, then Di (η∗i ) ≥ 0 and

∂Di (η∗i )
∂ρi

> 0, η∗i ≡

argmaxηi Di (ηi ).

Proof. The first-order condition for the maximization of (10) with respect to
ηi is obtained as


∂si 
τi (1 + fi ) − ci [pi (ηi )] p (ηi )si + {pi (ηi )(1 + fi )τi − ci [pi (ηi )]}
p (ηi )
∂pi
= 0,
or



ci [pi (ηi )] p
τi (1 + fi ) − ci [pi (ηi )] − τi (1 + fi ) −
ξi = 0 ,
pi (ηi )

∂si pi
> 0, because si is decreasing in pi for a risk-averse taxpayer.
where ξi ≡ − ∂p
i si
ci [pi (η∗ )]

If τi (1 + fi ) ≥ ci [pi (η∗i )], it must be that τi (1 + fi ) ≥ pi (η∗i) , and then Di (η∗i ) ≥
i
0.
Let us now compute the following derivative:
p


 ∂si
∂Di (η∗i )
= pi (η∗i )(1 + fi )si + pi (η∗i )(1 + fi )τi − ci pi (η∗i )
.
∂ρi
∂ρi
Thus, from (50), Di (η∗i ) ≥ 0, with

∂si
∂ρi

> 0, implies

∂Di (η∗i )
∂ρi

> 0.

(50)



6.2. Proof of Proposition 3
Proposition 3 If nB > b , and the positive effect of regional taxation on the yield
from monitoring activity at the federal and regional levels is negligible with respect

to all the other negative terms, then αVY < αHY ; if also k∈Np sk /np > s, then αVTY <
αHTY .

Proof. In the case of pretax earned income, (21) implies that

 ∂RHY
 ∂RVY
k
k
=
.
∂α
∂α
k∈N p
k∈N p

(51)
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Thus, to compare the net marginal benefit with VY and HY, from (48)
and (49), we need to check the sign of
 ∂RH
∂RV
k
nB F − b
(52)
.
∂α
∂α
k∈N
/ p
From (18), it is easy to check that

n 
 ∂Yk ∂ρk

∂TYk ∂(1 − βk )Dk ∂ρk
∂RVY
F
+
t
=
+ αρ
∂α
∂ρk
∂ρk
∂α
∂ρk ∂α
k=1
k∈N p


k∈N p Yk
+ ρnp
−Y ,
np
and from (32), it is easy to check that

  ∂TYk
 ∂RHY
∂(βk Dk )
∂Yk ∂ρk
k
ρk
=
+
+ TYk − αρ
∂α
∂ρk
∂ρk
∂ρk ∂α
k∈N
/ p
k∈N
/ p


k∈N
/ p Yk
− ρ(n − np )
−Y .
n − np
By using (53) and (54), (52) can be rewritten as



∂ρk
k∈N p Yk
TYk
−Y ,
+ ρnp (nB − b )
Γ +Ψ +Ω−
∂α
np
k∈N
/ p

(53)

(54)

(55)

where
Γ ≡ nB t

n

∂TYk
k=1

Ψ ≡ αρ nB
Ω ≡ nB



∂ρk

− b



ρk

k∈N
/ p

∂TYk
∂ρk

 ∂Yk
 ∂Yk
+ b
∂ρk
∂ρk
k∈N p
k∈N
/ p

n

∂(1 − βk )Dk
k=1

∂ρk

− b

∂ρk
,
∂α
∂ρk
,
∂α

 ∂(βk Dk )
∂ρk
k∈N
/ p

∂ρk
.
∂α


∂ρk
The sign of (55) is negative because Γ < 0, Ψ < 0, k∈N
/ p TYk ∂α > 0, and



k∈N p Yk /np − Y < 0, and under the assumptions that nB > b and Ω > 0 is
negligible with respect to the negative first, second, and fourth terms. Thus,
αVY < αHY .
Mutatis mutandis, the same reasoning can be performed to show that
αVTY < αHTY . This result arises for the same reasons as above, plus the as
sumption that k∈N p sk /np > s.


6.3. Proof of Proposition 4
Proposition 4


k∈N p

sk /np > s and

∂si
∂ρi

> 0, then αVY < αVTY .
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Proof. To compare the net marginal benefit with VY and VTY, from (48),
we need to check the sign of
 ∂RVY
 ∂RVTY
∂RVY
∂RVTY
k
k
−b
− nB F + b
+ nB F .
(56)
∂α
∂α
∂α
∂α
k∈N p
k∈N p

From (28), it is easy to check that
n
n

∂RVTY
∂TYk ∂ρk  ∂(1 − βk )Dk ∂ρk
F
=t
+
− np ρTY
∂α
∂ρk ∂α
∂ρk
∂α
k=1
k=1

 ∂TYk ∂ρk
TYk + αρ
.
+ρ
∂ρk ∂α
k∈N p
k∈N p

(57)

Further, for poor regions, from (16) and (26), it is easy to check that

 ∂RVY
 
∂TYk ∂ρk
∂(βk Dk ) ∂ρk
k
TYk + ρk
=
+
∂α
∂ρ
∂α
∂ρk ∂α
k
k∈N p
k∈N p

∂Yk ∂ρk
−ρYk − αρ
+ ρY ,
∂ρk ∂α

 ∂RVTY
 
∂TYk ∂ρk
∂(βk Dk ) ∂ρk
k
TYk + ρk
=
+
∂α
∂ρk
∂α
∂ρk ∂α
k∈N p
k∈N p

∂TYk ∂ρk
−ρTYk − αρ
+ ρTY .
∂ρk ∂α
By using (53), (57), (58), and (59), (56) can be rewritten as




  ∂Yk
∂TYk ∂ρk
k∈N p sk
−α
np s −
< 0,
−
np
∂ρk
∂ρk
∂α
k∈N p

i
i
− ∂TY
=
because we have assumed that k∈N p sk /np > s and ∂Y
∂ρi
∂ρi
VY
VTY
1, ..., n. Thus, α < α .

∂si
∂ρi

(58)

(59)

> 0, i =
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